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Two more arrested
after investigation
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Recovered goods

Soviets give
Boris Yeltsin
more powers

Miller was also charged with
carrying a concealed deadly weapon as he was reportedly carrying a
The Calloway County Sheriff's .22 caliber pistol in his pocket
when he was arrested, according to
Department arrested two other men
Wednesday in connection with' reports.
Along with the arrests, the
recent burglaries in and around the
departm
ent recovered other items
Dexter area.
reported stolen in burglaries at sevArrested Wednesday were Mark eral Dexter-Hardin area churche
s
Christopher Miller, 18, of Rt. 3, including -a VCR.
Murray, who was charged with two
Deputies said at least one other
counts of theft by unlawful taking arrest — a juvenile — is pending
over SI00, two counts of third in the investigation.
degree burglary and receiving stoThe department arrested two
len property; and Roy Rex Mason, adults and one juvenile in connec18, of Dexter, who was charged tion with the burglaries early Wedwith four counts of theft by unlaw- nesday morning.
ful taking over S100 and four
Miller and Mason were lodged in
counts of third degree burglary.
the Callow-ay County Jail.
Staff Report
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MURRAY. KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
Iran said today that it has
opened its border to refugees
from Iraq's civil war and that 1
million Kurds have gathered at
one Iranian frontier town. The
government pleaded for international assistance.

STATE

By THOMAS GINSBERG
Associated Press Writer

LA beating seen as 'hate' crime

fC`

WASHINGTON (AP) — FBI Director William Sessions today said the
police beating incident in Los Angeles could be classified as a "hate
crime."
Touting the bureau's new method for reporting hate crimes at a news
conference, Sessions said he would not discuss details of the Los Angeles

LEXINGTON — First Lady
Martha Wilkinson, who has
made party affiliation an issue
in the Democratic gubernatorial
- primary, was a registered Republican for about a decade.

Case.

But he did say that, on the basis of the issuance of indictments and
what he saw on the videotape, he thought the beating of motorist Rodney
King appeared to be a hate crime. •
"I would presume that that would be so," Sessions said.
The reporting system for hate crimes was enacted by Congress and
signed into law by President Bush last year. U requires the federal government to collect information from local departments on crimes of hate,
involving bigotry, racial prejudice or other kinds of discriminatory
factors.
Sessions, who appeared this morning with Deputy Assistant Attorney
General Jim, Turner of the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division.
said the Los Angeles incident makes the task of police departments more
difficult in dealing with hate crimes because of what it does to their
credibility.
"Yes, of course, it is damaging," Sessions conceded.
The FBI director also spoke of allegations that the bureau itself has
engaged in racial discrimination, but added that he felt "no shame" in the
bureau's track record. Hispanic and black agents have alleged that they
were harassed and denied promotions because of their ethnic heritage.

SPORTS
CHICAGO — The Chicago
White Sox' one-time Field of
Dreams is being turned into a
parking lot. Speedway Wrecking
Co. crews began the task of
knocking down the walls of the
oldest stadium in major league
baseball to provide parking for
the newest park, also named
Comiskey, across 35th Street on
this city's South Side.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — A smaller
percentage of Americans on the
unemployment line received
benefits in 1990 than during any
other recession year since World
War II, according to a report
released today.

Congressman,
MSU ATOs
named in suit
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Rep.
John Tanner, D-Tenn., is named
in a S12.5 million lawsuit filed
in the death of a college student
killed in a traffic accident.
The student, Todd Robinson,
20, was fatally injured when a
car driver by the congressman's
son, Portis Tanner, 19, crashed
on a rural Kentucky highway
near northwest Tennessee,
authorities say.
The younger Tanner was
charged with drunken driving
following the crash.
Also named as defendants in
the Circuit Court suit are the
congressman's son and the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at
Murray State University. The
Suit was filed Tuesday in
Davidson County by Grant and
Brenda Robinson, the parents of
the dead student.
Rep. Tanner resides in Union
-City and represents Tennessee's
8th Congressional Districi Tanner spokesman Joe Hill said the
congressman and his family
"grieve for the Robinson family daily and have since the
accident."
"Outside of that, we just
don't have anything to comment on the legal aspects of
it." Hill said.
The younger Tanner and
Robinson were students at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin.
The Robinsons said in their
suit that Rep. Tanner should be
held responsible in the accident
because his son was driving a
vet'
bearing congressional
het..
plates.
(Cont'd on page "2)

Mostly cloudy tonight with a 50
percent chance of showers.
Lows 50 to 55. Wind south 510
,-40-inph4Partly sunny and mild
Friday. Highs in the mid-70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.6, +0.8; below 328.0, -0.4
Barkley Lake
358.5, +0.7; below 333.4, -0.4
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Subscribers who have not
receked their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular ofTice hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Stef photo by Mark Cooper

Iran says a million Kurdish
refugees flee across borders

Staff, AP Reports

FORECAST

Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Stan Scott stands with stolen items
recovered by deputies Wednesday after the arrest of four adults and
one juvenile in connection with recent burglaries in and around the
Dexter area. One other arrest is pending, Scott said.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iran
said today it has opened its border
to refugees from Iraq's civil war
and that 1 million Kurds have
gathered at one Iranian frontier
town. It pleaded for international
assistance.
"Our borders are open to all
refugees, be they Afghan, Iraqi or
Kuwaiti," official Tehran radio
quoted Foreign Minister Ali Akbar
Velayati as saying in Tehran after
meeting with visiting European
envoys.
The country's official Islamic
Republic News Agency said I million Kurds had crowded into Iran's
western border town of Nowsoud
in the past 48 hours, hoping to be
allowed into the country.
It said thousands more were

waiting at crossings farther north,
with long lines of cars and other
vehicles stretching into Iraq. The
agency said many refugees were
ill, suffering the effects of severe
cold and lack of food.
In Turkey, meanwhile, newspapers reported that hundreds of Iraqi
Kurds have died on the road to
Turkey while trying to flee their
country. The reports said the Kurds
either were shot and wounded by
Iraqi troops, stepped on mines or
died from the severe cold.
Turkey's borders remained
closed to at least 250,000 desperate
Iraqis, most of them Kurds, massed
along the frontier. The government
closed the borders on Wednesday,
saying it could not cope with the
influx.

Plant officials have
bomb threat suspect
Fisher-Price officials have
reported that at least one suspect
has been identified in connection with two recent bomb
threats at the plant.
No formal charges have been
levied against anyone as of yet,
according to employee and community relations manager Tom
Ewing, but charges may be filed
next week after further investigation, he said.
According to one source, the
suspect or suspects are FisherPrice employees.
Callers reportedly called in
bomb threats once on March 19
and again on March 26. Work
was halted and the plant was
searched after the threats but no
suspicious devices were found.
according to reports.

MOSCOW — Boris N. Yeltsin
was granted sweeping new powers
today as leader of the Soviet
Union's biggest republic, escalating his confrontation with Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
After heated debate. a special
session of the Russian Congress of
People's Deputies voted 588-292.
with 23 abstentions, to adopt a
resolution that broke an eight-day
stalemate between reformers and
conservatives.
The compromise resolution gives
Yeltsin power to rule by decree.
with subsequent oversight by the
Russian Federation's working
legislature, the Supreme Soviet.
It alsoJakes some powers away
from the Congress, the legislature's
larger parent- body, and transfers
them to the legislature. .
In today's vote, the Congress
approved Yeltsin's new powers
principle. Details of the powers are
now to be hammered out.
The new powers would he in
effect until a constitutional amendment creating a new presidency is
adopted.
Yeltsin and Gorbachev have
clashed repeatedly, and the new
powers given to the Russian leader
are likely to increase the confrontation. Gorbachev now has the power
to rule. by decree on the national
level.
Speaking to the Congress before
the vote, Yeltsin said he needed the
new powers "to lead the country
out of crisis, to give Russia real
sovereignty, to carry out a transition to the market economy, and to
strengthen_ ties among ethnic
groups."
His proposal to rule by decree
drew immediate criticism from
another member of the Russian
congress' leadership, Svetlana
Goryacheva, who accused him of
trying to bolster his personal
power.
Reformer Eduard A. Shevardnadze quit as foreign minister last
year during debate over Gorbachev's decree request, saying the
country was sliding toward
dictatorship.
The decree power requested by
Yeltsin, who chairs Russia's standing parliament, would fall short of
that granted to Gorbachev last year
by the national parliament.
Under Yeltsin's proposal, the
Russian parliament would have the
right to veto his economic or political decrees.
Gorbachev has used his decree
powers to implement mode'rate cco-

.. •

(Cont'd on page 2)

State, local officials discuss abandoned car program
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Write(

State officials from the Department for Environmental Protection
met with representatives Wednesday afternoon to discuss the terms
and benefits of the Abandoned
Vehicle Recovery Program in Calloway County.
The program has been in existence in Kentucky since 1973 and
has been responsible for the removal of over 40.000 junkers in the
state. From this project, almost
$852,000 has been raised by sponsors of local projects in 75
counties.
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks determined that
the local project would be sponsored by the YMCA. The abandoned vehicles are then collected,
bid on by metals eollectors and sold
at a profit with 70 percent of the
proceeds remaining in the county

Calloway County will participate in the state Abandoned Vehicle
Recovery Program sponsored locally by the YMCA. State
officials
joined community leaders to discuss the program which will
begin in
Calloway County April 15. Pictured above are Don Elias, Enlow
Cammack, Ruth Jacquot and Vicki Pettus.
Staff photo by Marianna Alexander

with the sponsored civic group and
the other 30 percent returned to the
state for a special fund to promote
recycling in the state.
One of the benefits to the sponsoring county is that it employs
local workers familiar to the area
for the vehicle collection process,
and the state pays the workers, said
E. Enlow Cammack. program coordinator of the resource recovery
branch.
Those who contribute a number
of cars will receive receipts for tax
write-offs.
The program provides many benefits such as improving the appearance of the community, eliminates
health hazard and breeding ground
for snakes, rats, wasps and other
harmful insects and local people
become involved and witness the
positive effects from recycling,
according to literature provided by
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Soviets give Boris Yeltsin...

Jurors' names
selected; must
report Friday

(ConI'd from page 11
nomic reforms, though the d
have not always been rcs;'„
the country's 15 soYer,
minded republics.
Yeltsin has been
far more rapid shift Iron: a ,
ly planned to a market sy,:.•
he wants et.tra.p)uers-to
.
that process.
The special session ot - t•
gress, which opcnes:
has been stalemated and pi.,
most major decisions um.'

The following names were
drawn in open court and are
summoned to report for jury
duty in the Calloway County,
District. Court on Friday, April
5, 1991 at 9 a.m. in the Miller
Courthouse Annex:
Otis G. Allen, Hubert R. Barrow, Franklin A. Brantley,
Clayton E. Bridges, Frances
Arlene Butler, Linda S. Crouch,
Raymond Darnell, Ruth Ann
Drew, Patricia L. Evans;
Matthews W. Fulkerson,
Lloyd H. Glover, Phillip D.
Hocking, Linda D. Hokans,
Roger P. Hopkins, Dan C. Hutson II, Karen Isaacs, James F.
Kennedy, Karen Amanda
McCarty. Betty J. Mitchell:
Jerry D. Nance. Nancy Z.
Nerney, George N. Roberts,
Allan G. Rose. Earnest L. Royal, Beverly S. Stone, Shirley
Jean Warren, Voris C. Wells,
Douglas K. Wright, Mary Ear.
line Bonner,
Roger G. Burgoyne, Roger
Kevin Carr. Wanda W. Colley,
Treva Joyce Grogan, Luanne
Janney, Michael 0. Martin,
Danetta K. Rhodes, Martha V.
Ryan, Charles H. Williams, and
Betty Sue Williams.

•
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s.Theduled tor May.
Communists have been
:0 gain a majority !or a Yote
02:1,1cnce in Yeltsin.
N:i.! Yeltsin has been unable to
me Russian congress to
•iiend the the republic's constitu. in so as to provide for direct.
H cc:form to a strettgaTened
-,sidenev.
In his remarks, he stressed that
, .ariges 11.012:..1 he temporary.
H: said that he. asstairman of
Rassian Supreme S.-A .et

A

•
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dent \\
near
accord:-.c to a 21'L
tucks
Melton G. Oranc.,:.
field. was admitted to the '."
Community Hospit..:
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State

Auto Insurance

BRAZIL
BRASILIA — An average of three
cr.. a
ren a day are being murdered
by security
gua,ds. police and death squads in
the
growing violence against Brazil'
s swarms
of "street kids," a human rights group
says The National Movement in Defen
se
of Street Kids reported Wednesday
that
263 such children under the age of 17
ki.:ect between January and March
rO'OF - The top aide to Giulio Andreots caretaker premier, on Wednescay predicted a' quick end to the political
cr.s.s that brought down the nation's 49th
postwar government last week Following
t -.e Easter holiday break, President
;-:•a^c'esco Ocssiga began consultations
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Shell
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LOL 1SVILLE, Ky. (AP)
-- Here arc Wednesday's
nn,ng numbers selected by
the Kentucky Lottery: Pick
3: 2-5-0 (two, five. zero)
Lotto: 1-2-16-27-28-35 (one.
skteen. tent -seven,
.ent..Y, -eight. thirty-five)
-.,tirriated jackpot: 53.5
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LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — First
Lady Martha Wilkinson, who has
made party affiliation an issue in
the Democratic gubernatorial primary, was a registered Republican
for about a cjecade.
Mrs. Wilkinson, wife of Gov.
_Wallace Wilkinson, has been pointing out recently that one of her
opponents. Lt. Gov. Brereton
-Jones, is a former Republican.
During an interview last week
with the Lexington Herald-Leader,
Martha Wilkinson was asked
whether she had ever been a registered Republican. She said "not to
my knowledge."
After a speech Wednesday in
Louisville. she was asked again
about her party affiliation.
She first said she had never
registered to vote in Fayette County until 1983. Then she as shown
documents with her signature that
said she had registered as a Republican itt Fayette County on Aug.
8. 1973, and had changed to a
Democrat in 1983.
That as more than seven years
after Jones had switched to the
Democratic Party.,
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ISLAMABAD, Pakstan — Afghan Presi
dentaNajibullah on Wednesday
accus
Pakistan of direct military interference ed
in
his war-devastated country and
Iran and Turkey to intercede asked
Radio
Kabul reported
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SEOUL — A group ot 500 dissid
ents
announced Thursday they were merging
with the leading opposition party
in a
union to oppose President Roh
Taewoo's party in next year's nation
al elections Kim Dae-jung, head of the Party
for
Peace and Democracy. held a joint
news
conference with the dissidents
to
announce the formation of the New
Democratic Union

Mrs. Wilkinson said her husband
probably did not know that she had
been a registered Republican. "He
r..lrobably didn't because I didn't
pay any attention to it either."

•‘1•".

•

SOUTH KOREA

LIMA — President Alberto Fujimo
ri
approved a new penal code on Wedne
s
day that allows stiffer sentences
for drug
traffickers, guerrillas and tax evaders
It
goes into effect Thursday replacing
a
67-year-old code that Fujirnori said
was
outdated One major new article involves
prison sentences or fines for tax dodgers
The government s economic recovery
program depends heavily on tax incom
e
traditionally low in this Andean nation of
22 million people The International
Monetary Fund says Peru must levy
higher income taxes before the IMF will
approve plans aimed at helping get Peru
back into the international financ:ai
system

EL SALVADOR
mE.,x7co CiTY, Meuco — After 11

years
of c...1 war a^d 75,000 deaths in
El Salvador an a...ra of hope surrounds
the
newest round of U N -mediated
peace
talks The talks, set to begin in Mexic
o
today, will be the first in which rebel
held
commanders have taken part in direct
cease -tire negotiations with the
U S backed rightist government

The I
Associa
cerned
resident
obtain c
need i t. I

with political leaders to help him decide
whether to turn once more to Andreotti,
a
six -time premier to put together a new
government Andreotti announced
his
resignation Friday, bringing down
his
20 month old government The premier
agreed to stay on as a caretaker leader

PERU

— As many as 5 000
Kuwa,ti civilians remain unaccounted for
and could
b`e field by Iraq, a United
Nations envoy said today alter a threeweek investigation into accusations of
human rights yiolations by Iraq Abdulr
ahim Farah. a former U N undersecreta
ry
general who headed a sgecial missio
n to
Kuwait. said his team gathered evide
nce
of serious abuses by Iraqi occupation forces including torture, rape and summary
executions However, he said the process of collecting comprehensive
inlormation was hindered by logistical
problems in war -battered Kuwait and
the
absence of documentation destroyed
by
the Iraqis

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
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•e•

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

407 Maple St.

TIRANA — Factory workers stayed
home
today atter the democratic opposi
tion
called a general strike to protest
the
deaths of anti Communist protesters
in
police crackdown But the overala
l
response to the strike call was mixed
While many factories appeared idle,
the
capital was bustling and shops
were
open for business The strike came two
days after three people were killed and
58 wounded in a police crackdown on
demonstrators in the northern city
of
Shkodra

ITALY

and we try hard to give themTi the
insurance protection and service i.
Orovide - the kind they expect and c- i-- you d like to be one of our V '••'
call

Ihirsurame•
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CLARIFICATION

Our Customers Are Very Important People

St•t•

from people v.ith cars to contrihue.- he said.
Anyone interested in haying any
yehicles or farm machinery
removed countywide at no charge
may call the YMCA at
(50f i759-YMCA.

(Coned from page 1)
rently been to an ATO fraternity
The suit contends the younger party at
MSU before the crash in
Fanner "has a rtputation for the Graves
County.. just north of the
use of alcohol."
.
Tennessee border.
inc car crash occurred in
The suit accuses ATO.of -negliDeeeni-..7er on a night the younger gence
and says "AT
and Robinson attended a to monitor. ..nitr O had the duty
o! and
Murray State in Murray. unbridled consurTtio prey em the
n of alcohol
KY., the suit says.
by its member...-inson. 20. of Hendersonville,
Nashvi:le laYv:‘ er Grant Smith.
was thrown, from the car. yyho filed tl.e
suit on behalf of
Tanner and another passer,- Robinson's paren
ts. said he e\pects
"- Carol Bloehaum. 18.
trial
•`"••1 a year. i
•...ared. A:1 three had appaPortis Tanner v. as charged with
secirid-degree fnanslaughter. wanton endaniterment and driving
under the influence as a result of
the wreck. He faces a hearing on
April 15 in Kentu,ky, with a July
or August trial date expected. If
S:tatc [rhYL.'•
convicted, he faces a minimum of
mentio•
15 years in prison for
arrest story in felony charges. Cornm the two
onv.ealth
•
of The
Attorney Ri.hard Weisenherger
• ,t, ime
rerorted.

:

By The Associated Press

LONDON — In messages today to President B..ish and European leaders, Prime
Minister John Major called for a major
international effort to help the Kurds
fleeing Iraq s civil war, a spokeswoman for
the Br.t.sh leader said

Congressman, MSU ATOs...

Mayfield man cited
for violations after
motorcycl
.; e crash
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(Conrd from page 1)
more :Ilan likely accumulated more
the program.
es 'n
1.1\1 tr. %car\ to be
Target date for the local r•
•
is April 15 through June
YN1CA board
The last project of this type wa,
.:ireetor. 'said the orgamiation's
conducted in .Calloway County 10 goal
'A
to gather 400 ear.. -We
years ago sponsored by the Ca:o- h.:‘e -:ad y
received four calk
way County Midd:e Schoo1. roans:ing up 103 cars. "The co.:my

a ditch near :he inters,.
The \turray Fire Department Jeff
Da'...
to IN 0 leaf fires Church
.-i•
police said
occurred at 1323 112
A stop
S•reet around 11:12 a.m. and ir.g
from the
_.nid 4:05 .at 1615 him to leave
ng to a department ditch. polic
e
Orange was
.
Both fire, 'were extinguished by
cycle liecr.e. no
tY1PD personnel. he said.
no insurance. -:

Dan McNutt. %AI
_

la•a;„ w,iald have extraordir..
poitters onl) until a Russian
dent, could be elected.
'These extraordinary' powers are
necessary t;) resolve the critical
situation in the country.. We can't
wait tor a nev. congress to he held
(in N1av I. The Supreme Soviet
needs powers now to adopt laws."
Yeltsin said.
Yeltsin on Wednesday rebuffed
second attemprby hard-line Communists to hold a no-confidence
vote.

State, local officials discuss...

Leaf fires put out
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The local chapter of the American'
Association of Retired Person. concerned that more and more area
residents won't be able to afford or
obtain quality health care when they
need it. has invited organization mem-

cide
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PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) William Kennedy Smith, a nephew
of Sen. Edward Kernedy, is suspected in an alleged rape at the
family compound, a newspaper
reported today. Smith has denied
any wrongdoing.
Any suggestion that I was
involved in any offense is erro-

Mort
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drug
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ig a
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rery

One hospitalized
following two-car
wreck Wednesday

me

n of
)nal
levy
will
'eru

hers to a community forum the association is holding on Fnday. April 26,
1991. at Kenlake Lodge from 9 a.m.12 Noon.
The forum is expected to provide a
lively debate on ways to solve the

resi
e in
,ked
ado
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING

nther
.on

Police Chief Joseph L. Terlizzese said the woman went to the
Kennedy estate "for a couple of
cocktails•' after meeting the men at

Mobley emerges from cave
CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) Rescuers pulled an injured explorer
from the nation's deepest cave -early today, ending a four-day ordeal
during which she hobbled on a broken leg and was pulled across
treacherous chasms.
Emily Davis Mobley emerged on
stretcher, her leg in a splint, a
few minutes after I a.m. and imme-

Ross Insurance Agency
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Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
Main

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

7534489

342.W-4300
-343.00-44.00

.543.5.44..5o
sr on.sts fal
S40 00-42.00

'01 420

1. Earn GREAT American VACATION
Certificates with qualifying Radio Shack purch
ases
Oniy one certificate may be used Per ticket Travel
through April 1. 1992 Each Certificate is good for
$30 off any round-trip excursion of $179 or more $50 offany round-trip excursion of $279 or more
S70 off any found -trip excursion of $379 or more
2. Save your Radio Shack Receipts• -earn
tw8
Certificates for purchases totaling S100 or more,
earn four Certificates for purchases totalin
g $200
or more. or earn six Certificates for purchases
totaling $300 or more Receipts must be dated
between March 28. 1991 and May 18. 1991
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l'rices as of 9:00 A1
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Briggs & Stratton
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(Chrysler
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Snap•On Tools
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Radio Shack Makes It
Easy to Fly American
...and Save!

3. Ask for a GREAT American VACATION Order
Form/Envelope. Fill out requested rntorrnai,on
enclose and mail your receipts (or photocopies,
and a shipping and handling fee of Si 75 for each
Great American Vacation Certificate ordered

3

286-Based PC
Cornpatibte for
Home or Office

TANDY
1000 TL/3
COMPUTER
as
seen
on TV

Save $670

Save $300

Reg. 1099.95
Low

1599

Must be dated between March 28. 1991 and May
18. 1991

Reg. Separate Items 2269.65

•286-Based PC Compatible u Color Monitor
•640K s 20 MB SmartDrive Hard Drive

79995

Guipsonmr_t

4. GREAT American VACATION Offer good atand official rules and restrictions available fromalt participating Radio Shack stores dealers and
Radio Shack Computer Centers Certain terms
and'
conditions apply

Complete 1000 TL/3 System
Low As $49 Per Month•

-'1.

•

As $25 Per Month •

PLUS BONUS PACKAGE
4,„,, •Lotus Spreadsheet for
DeskMate'
•DeskMate 0& A Write
•Quicken• Mouse

k40.
00,te,a

025-1603

025-16030043/1045+1338

J

Addiltttea

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

GREAT American VACATION

.... .545 00-47.4
$4" 50.4A00
S46.51141 50

31'S

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

BRINGS YOU THE

Stock Market
Report
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OPEN EVERY DAY

OLOGY STORE
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tudy Purdue Sr., /Ira Market Report Ineude
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There will be a panel composed of or get basic health services when they
Mr. David Shore, Administrator need them."
Trigg County Hospital, Ms. Norma
All area residents arc invited to
Perry, Training Coordinator, Western attend the forum. For additional inforKentucky Legal Services. Lawrence - mation, call Mr. Amzia Wheel
er at
Ford. manager of Blue Cross, Blue 821-8497.
Shield Government Affairs, and Davida French, Director of Gerontology
at
Lourdes Hospital. Dr. Dan Martin.
the nightspot. The woman told
Direct
or of Troyer Clinic Foundation
police she was raped about 4 a.m.
will be the panel moderator.
Saturday. She was treated at a
As an Association, AARP is not
hospital.
endorsing any solution at this time.
Instead, it is seeking to increase its
members' awareness of and stir public
diately telephoned her husband. debate on the access
issue.
saying: "This is your loving wife,
Mc. Amzia Wheeler, Assistant
coming up from the depths of the State Director, said, "Our
health care
earth to see you."
system is a study in paradox. On the
"She's out! She made it." plus side, it offers
the most advanced
Carlsbad Caverns National Park life-saving
medical treatments availspokeswoman Lyn Carranza said as able. On the
down side, costs are so
Mobley emerged from 1,565-foot- astronomical
that millions of Amerideep, 54-m :!c-long Lechuguil la
cans simply can't afford medical care
Dan Martin
Cave.
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ver
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*Offering national health insurance:
*Mandating benefits through employers: and
*Expanding the Medicaid program.

Phone 753-8823

DV.

.he

problems millions of Amencans are
encountering with the existing (i.S.
health care system - namely, incredibly high costs and limited access to
care. Among the solutions expected to
be discussed are:

nd

mous," the 30-year-old medical
student said in statement
Wednesday.
The Palm Beach Post quoted an
unidentified source as saying Smith
is listed in a police document as
the suspect in the alleged rape of a
29-year-old uornan. The newspaper
said Smith's photo will be among
those shown to the woman.
The source's connection with the
case was not disclosed.
Smith. 30. was with the senator
and the senator's son Patrick at the
club Au Bar on the night of the
alleged incident.

A Calloway County man was
hospitalized after a two-car accident Wednesday, according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
Larry . Smith was northbound an
U.S. 641 and was attempting to
turn onto the Pleasant Grove Road
when the Vehicle he was driv::•E:
was struck from behind by a veh:de driven by 50-year-old Michael
Ansen around 3:30 p.m., police
said.
Smith was taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital With
possible neck injuries and Ilter
transported to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. police said.
Ansen was reportedly treated for
chest injuries. A passenger in the
Ansen vehicle, Jayson Ansen. 12,
was not reported injured. according
to the report.
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William Kennedy Smith suspected of alleged rape at fam
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AARP holds forum on health care April 26 at Kenl
ake Lodge
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8x Zoom 8mm Camcorder

SAVE YOUR.RECEIPTS FROM THESE SPECIALS TO EARN AA CERTIF

Save $100 s799

ICATES

•Superb Hi-Fi Monaural Sound
•Flying Erase Head• With Case

Reg
899 00
Low As S25
Per Month •
a16.853

..mation Asatlable

cr-•L pion Rogues!
••""
Cl

r

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
75 3-3 366

AM/FM Car Cassette
s6o Off 9995

4

Phone Answerer
In•
•
•MD MEM

1 5995

VCR With On-Screen Display

Reg. 119.95
•24 Watts• Auto-Reverse
•12 Presets•Seek/Scan

HIWARD
,

k21./

•30-Memory
Speed-Dialing
•Security Code

Save
$40

271195

Reg
IV v16-520 31995

Li- As
Pe Month
S15r •

•Full-Function Remote Control
•1-Year/6-Event Daily/Weekly Time

\o

., best investment
is you.
-

Cellular Phone
Save $285 $299-

mmilmmentwe No. Ynd. Asnenc an and Modv•••1910.11
I PK:Planes and SIPC
A

Low As $15
Per Month •

-

Reg Separate
Items $584.90

Includes Charging Stand
And AC Adapter

Auto Rental

•Range Doubler
•43 Ranges
•Shunt Protection

Daily & Weekly
Rates
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SWITCHABLE TOUCH TONEiPULSE
phones work on both tone and
Pulse lines Therefore in areas having only
pulse trotary.d.ah lines you
can st,ii use sen.oces requ'rmq tones
lice artemative long-distance Sys
terns and computer izetl services FCC
registered Not for party lines We
service what we sett Most battery-powere
d equipment excludes bedews

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio
Shack
Store or Dealer Nearest You

• Cad., Sha41 xatatrexx
ria.at.,x9
.Pa5mn4.41 May Vary Dtp*.d..91
U00. TOW PurChisay

East Main St. 753-4461
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•Rent, •es se* acl,rat,o- an.
,1 m.n.rnom sence
cOmmansent wet Radio Shack cellular phone came,
except where proilitmed by state 'tor ($599 without
activation' See store manage,to, tieta0s Offer void
in NC and CA
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky

What makes Toyota work? People

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
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When Alex Warren Jr.: senior
vice president of Toyota Motor
Manufacturing in Georgetown. K)..
was asked to be the after-dinner
speaker at a recent banquet at Murray State University, he said he
conducted some research about
audience attention spans. Warren
discovered that after-dinner audiences have an average listening
limit of about seven -and-a-half
minutes, as opposed to 53 minutes
for a morning speaker, and 49
minutes for a pre-lunch speaker.
Warren presented the 13th annual Distinguished Lecture In Business Administration at a banquet
sponsored by the Four Rivers Manufacturing Council and the MSU
College of Business and Public
Affairs. Master of Ceromonies for
the event was Jerry Kelly, plant
manager of Fisher-Price. Murray.
As he began his lecture, Warren
confessed to some anxiety about
being asked to present a 20-minute
talk to an audience with a 7.5-minute attention span. He need not
have warned, though. Participants
listened attentiViely to his informative and thought-provoking speech.
"The Toyota Production System:
What Makes It Work."
‘,Varren commented that people
are useal: eager to learn about the
Japonese aeto maker's production

Basically, Toyota seeks production, people who exhibit good general'aptitude, and a willingness and
ability to work with others as a
team.
"We can teach people technical
By Constance
skills," he said. "but those two basAlexander
ic'standards are hard to train people for."
The way Warren explained the
system. but he remarked that quesJapanese style of management as
tioners often' ask about the techniapplied to the Kentucky plant, the
cal asperm of the system. He
concepts resonated with good, oldpointed out. however, that the techfashioned common sense. He
nical elements are merely one part
pointed out, for example, that the
of the process.
purchase of manufacturing equip"It's the human resources element often receives more analysis
ment. the people." he claimed.
than decisions about hiring new
"that palls us through."
employees, and that Toyota spends
In his talk, Warren presented the
more time than most companies to
three crucial components of Toyomake sure they hire the right perta's production system. He disson for the job.
cussed selection and assessment of
"An individual who may work
employees. communicating comfor a company for 25 to 30 years is
pany expectations to employees,
a significant investment," he told
and establishing mutual trust
the audience, "and that's why
between employees and
selection of employees is so
managoment.
important."
Clear standards for the selection
Warren estimated that one hiring
of employees are essential if
decision may represent an investemployers are going ti secure the
ment of up to three-quarters of a
right people for the right job.
million dollars.
according to Warren. lie explained
"Some people might describe the
that Toyota has two general stanToyota system of employee selecdards that take preeed.tnee over all
t:on as overkill," he admitted, "but
others.
I am convinced that it's time well

MAIN
STREET

spent."
Production job candidates at
Toyota make a 161/* hour investment of their own time to take a
technical assessment, aptitude tests,
interpersonal assessment, a personal interview, and a physical which
includes screening for drugs and
alcohol.
Once employees arc hired, company expectations are communicated through training. To ensure a
team spirit, a system of securing
employee feedback and suggestions
is implemented regularly. There is even an anonymous hotline
employees can call with questions
and comments. Answers are posted
on a bulletin board within a specified time limit.
As he wrapped up his twenty minute talk, Warren pointed out
that the Georgetown plant recently
won an award for producing the
highest-quality automotive product
anywhere. "Better than plants in
Japan," he said.
"I'm convinced." he concluded.
"that American human resources.
properly selected, trained and
directed, can be as competitive as
any where in the world."
"Our jobs as managers." he said,
challenging the audience. is to
develop the environment that fosters it."
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Today In History
Today is Thursday. April 4. the 94th day of 1991. There are
2left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On April 4. 196& civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. w,
shot to death in Memphis. Tenn.. where he had gone to support
a strike
sanitation workers. He was 39 years old.
On this date:
In 1818. Congress decided the flag of the United States •
of 1:3 red and white stripes and 20 stars. with a new star :0
evcrx ne.,k.. state of the Union.
In 1841. 150 years ago. President William Henry Harrison ,„„7.,-.:
to pneumonia one month after his inaugural. becoming the firs: L.S.u
nief
executive Ito die while in office. •
In 1850. the city of Los Angeles was incorporated.
In 1902. British financier Cecil Rhodes left 510 million
hi, .•
provide scholarships for Americans at Oxford University
.
In 1949. 12 nations, including the UnitediSrates. signe
d the Nno:.
Atlantic Treaty. which laid the groundwork for the N/onh Atlart
t:L Treaty
Organization (NATO).
In 1969. a surgical team in Houston led by Dr. Dento
n Cooley
implanted a temporary artificial heart in a 47-year-old patien
t while awaning a human donor heart. (The patient. Haskell Karp.
died A;7:
one
day after receiving a human heart)
In 1974. Hank Aaron of the Atlanta Braves tied Babe Ruth'
, no•me-ren
record by hitting his 714th round-tripper in Cincinnati
.
In 1975. more than 130 people. most of them child
when a U.S. Air Force transport plane evacuating 'Vietren. were killed
namese orphans
crashed shortly after take-off from Saigon. 1
In 1979. Zu-Ifikar Ali Bhutto. the deposed prime minis
ter of Pakistan.,
was hanged after he was convicted of conspiring to murde
r a politica;
opponent in 1974.
In 1988. the Arizona Senate convicted Governdr Evan Nlecn
,am of official misconduct. and removed him from office.
Ten years ago: Henry Cisneros was elected mayor of
San Antonio. Texas, becoming the first Mexican-American to win election
as mayor of a
major U.S. city A group of American Indians and their suppo
rters arrived
in an isolated section of the Black Hills National Fores
t in South Dakota
to set up Yellow Thunder Camp, a community modeled
-after a traditional
Sioux village.
Five years ago: The government reported the nation's
unernploytent
rat fell to a seasonally adjusted 7.1 percent in March. down
one -tenth of
one percentage point from the month before.
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III began
three days
of talks in Washington with his Soviet counterpart. Eduar Sheva
d
rdnadze.
to discuss the Lithuanian crisis and arms control issues
.
Thought for Today "You can kill a man but you can't kill
an -idea.- Medgar Evers, American civil rights: activist (1926
-1963).'
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What have they got and how much?
FRANKFORT - Ar yone trying
fram Inc :';;Sh,1,
_• specific
de.:errnne the leading issues in de:.beratel yag -t.e. Here' to the
s the
Democratic Primary for goveras or :he last week of Mach:
n 7 wo a -)e hard pressed to make
'Dr.
G. Pi4re. who e\
.1st. Right now it seems dent;', isn't the
millionaire retired
.•n to: What have the
1,171 C‘Cr1 Ont
thought,
much?
reieased slatc• and federal income
By S.C. Van Curon
Tnat's the quadrennial question :ax. ren.rns going
back five scars
and Todd Duvall
posed to candidates for goverriori?'
a net worth statement.
and the general i rule is that the
.Martha
pub'yic
wealthier the candidate. the leiss the
her 19,0 income tax returns. That
the four not releasing any tax
voters find oet about the extent or
year, however. wu• :he first time
returns at all, delivered a statement
sources of that wealth. Indeed. the she
separetely from her husfrom his accountant giving only
people who elected John
Brown
band, so the candLtate who claims
average annual income figures
Jr. governor in 1979 learned more to have
been
between 1980 and 1989 and a list
about how much could drnp in an building V •al'iacian integral part of
e Winkinson's busiof businesses he and his wife own
evening of gambling in Las Vegas ness empire
isn't letting anyone in
and banks toeivvhich they' owe
than the size of his fried chwker.- on the
extent of that empire.
Money Was there a year or more
based fortune and how it was
iSeotty. Beesler. althoegh
when his horse farm losses allowed
invested.
inelined to relea•e no re,o7in
h,:n, to pay no taxes? Anyone's
We certainly did not in 19'87 and
than a non-specific f.nan,eial stategness.
have not since learned anvthine
ment required in res position as
We can all feel confident, howabout Gov. Wallace
hson•s mayor of Lexington. chaneed
his
ever, none of these candidates will
personal finances and we
mind and produced his
federbe joining the ranks of the
going to if Martha Wiik:ns(17,
al income tax return. He's been
homeless.
the right to succeed her h rsnah...:
granted an extension by :he IRS
Although some argue that the
So far, of the four mejor'17:-.,,
and his 1990 return won't tie filed
issue of a candidate's personal
cratic candidates in the May
until after the primary.
finances is less of a concern to votary. financial disclosure has rerinn:
•Brereton Jones. :he only one of
ers than to the media that harp on

AGREE
OR NOT

it, the voters have an entirely justifiable reason to demand that information. They should know a candidate has no business connections to
state government that would create
a conflict of interest. They should
know a candidate, isn't so heavily
indebted to individuals or to stateregulated businesses that his or her
actions as gmernor would be Aspect. They should know that a candidate who claims to be a financial
success is. indeed, just that.
In sum, the voters have every
right to expect candidates for the
state's highest office to be forthright about their financial backgrounds in exchange for the opportunity to oversee the spending of
billions 9f tax dollars while in
office.
Assuring the electorate the office
of governor won't be used for personal gain isn't asking too much,
even for the wealthiest can6idates.
Those candidates who ask voters to
take their assurances on blind faith,
in this day and age, arc asking too
much. *
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Ten 'years ago
Dr. L. J. Hortin. professor emeritus and former chairman of Journalism Department at Murray State
University, has been inducted into
the University Kentucky Journalism Alumni Association Hall of
Fame.
The "green light" was given to
Calloway County Board of Education to organize another summer
school program.
Murray State University Baseball
Team beat North Dakota 14 to 1 in
a game. Murray pitchers were Alan
Gibbs and -Ronnie Chancellor.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Breen Clark
.
March 18.
Twenty years ago
Sandra Raspberry, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Raspberry and

member of Girls Chorus at Calloway County -High School. has been
selected to participate in Young
Americans in Concert 1971 European Concert Tour.
"Blooming at our place. Japonica, jonquils, forsythia, prissy willow. In leaf at our place, Buckeye
tree," from column. "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Members of Murray High School
Tennis Team are Del Purcell, Mel
Purcell, Tommy Keller, Ronnie
Baker, Timmy Shown, Bill Pinkston. Jimmy Pasco, Wade Outland,
Mark Kennedy, valerie Harrison.
Melanie Cunningham and Jennifer
Outland.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Washer. March
_.
29.

a

Thirty years 'ago
ny, of Cincinnati. Ohio. are guests
A proposed garbage colle
ction of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C.B.
and disposal system was expla
ined Crawford.
last night to Lb& heads of
Forty years ago
various
civic clubs of Murray at City
N.C. & St. L. Engine No. 406
Hall.
Making the presentation were
Mur- pulled the last passenger train
ray' Mayor Holmes Ellis and
through Murray March 31. termiMaurice Crass jr. and Lester
natin
g about 60 years of passenger
Nanny,
members of City Council Sanit
services on the line. Pictured are
ation Committee.
officials at the (rain station.
Recent births reported at Murray
"Jailer Ed Burkeen's grass in
Hospital inclucle a girl to Mr. and court yard is doing alrigh
t," from
Mrs. Thomas G. Parker, a boy to column, "Seen & Heard
Around
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beale and a boy Murray" by James C. Willi
ams.
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Moore.
Dr. Halene Hatcher and Dr. SteElected as officers of WSCS of phen S. Visher were married March
Temple Hill Methodist Church 21 at Chicago, Ill.
Patricia Twiss and her Modem
were Mrs. John Grogan, Mrs. Wayne Darnell and Mrs. Jim Burkeen. Dance Class of Murray State College presented
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McAlister ing of Alpha a program at a meet/
1
4Departrnent of Murray
and daughters, Meredith and -Gi
n- Woman's Club.
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MURRAY TODAY
DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A Super Barrell Race will be Saturday, April 6, at 6
p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, College
Farm
ray. This will be sponsored by C Stables, located on Penny Road, Muroff Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. Over $2,000 -Airport Road
in money and
prizes will be featured. Live Bluegrass Band will
play from 5 to 6 p.m.
No dogs will be allowed at the event. Admission will
be S2 for adults, SI
for children, 6 to 12, and under 6, free. For more
information call Larry
Cunninghm at 753-7702 or 753-6970.

Jean Cloar, right, is pictured with Jeannie Carson, secretary at Calloway County Extension Office, at the Cloar home. Mrs. Cloar will be
honored at a tea, hosted by Calloway Homemakers, on Saturday,
April 6, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. The public is invited.

Four Rivers Friends to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunda
y, April 7, at 2 p.m in nnex of
Calloway County Public Library. We have been
having a lar
mber of
visitors and invite any one who likes to play or
listen to some go ,9le' music to attend,' said Vel Burkeen, group
spokesperson. Another
eting will
be Sunday, April 28, at the Riley farm. For
information call Burkeen at
753-6979, or Jamie Fields, 753-9450.

Homemakers to honor
Jean Cloar Saturday

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet Saturday, April 6, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highwa
y 464, east of Almo. Odell
Colson, master of the lodge, invites all
Master Masons to attend.

A tea in honor of Jean Cloar,
retired extension agent in home
economics for Calloway County,
will be Saturday, April 6, in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank, Murray.
The event will be hOsted by Calloway County Homemakers
Association.
All homemakers and the general
public are invited to attend the
event from 2 to 4 p.m. Saturday,
according to Vanda Gibson, county
president.
Mrs. Cloar retired Dec. 31, 1990,
after serving since July 1, 1976, as
Calloway County Extension Agent
in Home Economics.
She came to Murray from a same
position in Hart County, started
Aug. 1, 1960. She taught home
economics in V.'eakley County.
Tenn., 1947-48, at Henry County,
Tenn., 1952-55, and at Hart County, Ky., 1955-60, before becoming
extension agent.
While teaching in Kentucky, she
served as second vice president of

Deltas will meet Saturday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday, April 6, at
10 a.m, at the club house. Mark Ethert
on, speech coach at Murray High
School, will talk about 'Developing Self-Es
teem." Hostesses will be Sue
Fairless, Clarice Sparkman and Phyllis Carma
n.

Li

Manning family shower planned
A community shower is being planned for the James
Manning family on
Sunday. April 7, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Coldwater Baptist
Church. The house trailer of Mr. and Mrs. Manning
was destroyed by fire on
March 27. No one was home at the time of the fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning
were returning from Texas with their five-year-old
daughter who is being
treated for kidney problems. There are six children rangin
g in ages of 4 to
13 years. For more information call 489-2715,
489-2101 or 753-5934.

Kentucky League Tryouts
The Kentucky League for 9 and 10-year-olds will hold
tryouts on Monday
and Tuesday. April 8 and 9, at Kentucky League Field
at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Nine-year-olds will try-out at 5 p.m. Monda
y, April 8, and
10-year-olds at 5 p.m. Tuesday, April 9

Tennis League being formed
Murray-Calloway County Tennis League will
be starting its second spring
season, Dates, times and places will be decide
d
ed doubles and all levels of players are welcom at a later date. This is mixe. For more information call
Sue Hook, 753-7192, after 5 p.m.

Squad Fund-raiser planned

Murray Art Guild has released pictures of the winners in its second
annual competition, "Regional Images." Roy Davis was judge for the
show.

Senior club meeting planned

•

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens "Art
and Craft Club" will meet
Monday, April 8, at 10 a.m. in the Senior
Citizens Center at Weaks Community Center. The group will be making the
craft, 'Mug Rugs,• coffee cup
coaster. Each one should bring choice of
two different color yarn. Orpha
Keel will be the instructor.

A gospel singing featuring the Glory Bound
group will bke sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emerg
ency Services Rescue Unit on
Friday, April 12, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Part
of the proceeds from the show will help pay for
portable radios and for a
light extrication truck. Members of the unit are
urging local residents to help
with the cause when contacted.

WATCH.(work activities training center for the handic
apped) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans
to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with alumin
um cans may leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday. For more informa
tion call 759-1965.

have poison ivy, a cold, you
may not have washed your hands.
and heaven knows where they have
been.
You may admire him,ask me how

4

has bothered mothers for years.
Save the speech. When someone
admires your baby and moves
toward touching him, quickly
and firmly say, "Please don't
touch the child.Thank you."And
if the would-be toucher is hurt
and annoyed, that's his or her
problem.

RI
44,
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HEATRES.

1:30
Teenage Mutant
3:15
Ninja Turtles II fPG) 7:00
9:0"
1:30
Career
3.10
Opportunities 111(:
7 7.10
_1,)
9:15
1:30
4:00

The Doors
(R)

7:00
9:3o

CP

1 30
3-25
7:05

Sleeping with
the Enemy /1?)

9:0C
:30
3:30

Class
Action R,

7:10
9'15

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
March 30-April 7
t
• Rent sour mosies•at the mci% les!
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-4314 :
.
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Log
Czbin
le.stau 4

(After 4

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
I
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
rar Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore
Sat. - Fried Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 a.m.- 10 p.m •
Served with Salad. Choice of Paw° and
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls

p.m.i

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
_2.95

,

varieties • on the square
753-9569

(Sale Inside In Case Of Rain

Selected Group Ladies' Swimwear

1/2 Price

Denim Jackets

Denim Shorts

$10
Desert Storm T-Shirts

$999"/2
Ladies' and Children's
New Arrivals
Sale Priced Inside!

99

$699 Reg. 8.99-10.99

4.00 OFF
Spring Special
One 8 x 10.

Pearl Harbor event

Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council is accepting reservations
for the 1991 Girl
Scout Summer Camp Season. Girls in the 2nd through 12th
grades can participate in fun activities that will help them become more
self-reliant, develop
new friendships and practice skills they will use throug
hout their lives at
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro or Bear Creek
Aquatic Camp on Kentucky Lake. Buses are available to provide transpo
rtation to both camps.
Camp brochures are available at the local Girl
Scout office From June 14
through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer sailing
, canoeing, swimming,
wind surfing, waterskiing, snorkeling, rock climbi
ng and more to girls, in
grades 5 through 12, and a 17-day session for girls
entering the 10th and
11th grades. Camp Pennyroyal's program runs
from June 16 through July
27, with seven-day sessions for girls entering grades
2 through 11 in the
'fall.

DEAR FRIENDLY BUT CAUTIOUS:Your problem is one that

Friday & Saturday
Carolyn Daniels of Benton, accepts second place award for her mixed
media, "Deep Purple," from Maxine Clark, Art Guild presid
ent.

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will
sponsor a •Service of
Prayer and Thanksgiving For Peace, Stability and
Persons Still Serving' on
Tuesday, April 9, at 12:05 p.m. at First Baptist Church
, Murray. This will be
a time when the community can come together and give
thanks for the Persian Gulf cease-fire and for those who have returned home.
It will also serve
as a reminder that a lasting peace has not yet been establi
shed in the Persian Gulf area and that thousands of American service men
and women are
still in the area. Several county ministers and lay person
s will be participating in the service and everyone is invited to join in this
time of celebration
and concern. The service will last about 30 minutes to
give everyone an
opportunity to have lunch and return to work

Girl Scout Camp Season

would hate to have to be rude to
otherwise friendly well-wishers, but
this has been bothering me for quite
a while. as I am sure it bothers other
mothers
A FRIENDLY
BUT Crq..TIOUS MOMMY

SIDEWALK SALE-

Special service Tuesday

The Pearl Harbor Commemorative Association will observ
e the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor Dec.
7, 1991, with
activities at Hyatt Regency Convention Center, Lexington. "We
will pay tribute to all those who were at Pearl Harbor 50 years ago with
memorial
a
service, appropriate speeches, film documentaries of the
actual attack, patriotic music and a reception and banquet in the evening. We
invite everyone
to take part in the anniversary activities to remember
this 'Day of Infamy'
and America's entrance into World War
said Ellis L. McCollum, president, Pearl Harbor Commemorative Committee, P.O.
Box 12315, Lexington,
Ky. 40582-2315, phone 1-606-277-1629. For more
information contact
McCollum.

old he is, smile at him and talk toi

'him, but please do not touch him! I.

-DINNER SPECIALS-

,jo_ANts

Gospel singing April 12

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans

DEAR MESSED UP:This may
sound like a broken record, but
you are sick! Lovesick. And the
only cure for that is psychotherapy. Yes,counseling. I have long
maintained that love is a "mental disease" — and people can
actually become lovesick. You
need a therapist to help you
become better acquainted with
your emotions, and learn how
they are tied to your physical
desires (love, lust or whatever
you want to call it).
You can regain your sanity if
you really want to and try hard
enough. I wish you well.

Bo' ling Green District Home Economics Association. She has held
memberships in American Home
Economics Association and Kentucky Home Economics Association since 1955.
,She became a member of Munfordville Women's Club in 1955,
and after coming to Murray .was a
member of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club for a few
years. She also has been active in
her church and other civic
organizations.
* * *
At the time of her retirement.
she was serving as Area RepresenDEAR ABBY: You have printed
tative, serving on the board of Ken- several letteis pertaining tai-this
tucky Associatyion of Extension subject, but please print this as a
reminder:
Home Economists.
Please, if you are a stranger, do
Mrs. Cloar was married to A. E.
not touch my baby. If you see us
Cloar on Nov. 16, 1946, and reside
at Rt. 1, Box 280A, Paris, Tenn. walking on the street and you want
38242. They have two sons, Jim, to see him, do so. Do not grab his
hands and play "pat-a-cake"; do not
teacher at Henry County High touch his
head or try to pick him up.
School, Paris, and Steve, serving in You are astranger: I do not know
U.S. • Navy in Florida; an four you. I do not .know if you have any
diseases — notjust the obvious ones:
grandchildren.
you may

Guild winners featured

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad is current
ly conducting its annual
fund-raiser which began March 21. During the
next few weeks, a representative for the CCFR will stop by to see you
and will have a letter explaining
the fund-raiser. This is the CCFR's only fund-ra
iser and its held in the spring
each year. Your support in the past has
always been greatly appreciated
and ,the volunteers of the CCFR look
forward to seeing all of you again
when you come to the firehouse in the next
few weeks, said Mike Sykes,
CCFR spokesman. For information or questi
ons about the fund-raiser call
753-4112.

DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a
married man. He has four children.
I am also married with twdchildren.
I have a great job and appear to be
very happy In truth. I am under
great stress, break into tears for no
reason at all, can't sleep or eat, and
feel that my life is on a roller coaster.
From the first, we agreed that
neither of us would ever leave our
spouses and we would not let dur
affair interfere with our marriages.
Of course, that's impossible.
Is it worth it? Of course not. But
I'm terrified at the thought of not
having him in my life — and I don't
know why. We both have loving.
canng spouses, so it's not as though
we are lonely,abused or sex-starved
Some days I feel as though I'm coming apart at the seams.
• How can I break this cycle?"Just
break it off sounds so easy, but I just
can't do it. I see him often because we
have mutual friends and community
activities in common. Please help
me
Sign me ...
MESSED UP IN MICHIGAN

OMU;;L=1-.E

JO'S DATEBOOK

ii

• •

Karen Fess of Mayfield won the Bank of Murray award for her
watercolor of "The Homeplace." With her is John Goodell, Art Guild
member.
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Curd-Loft wedding pittnned May 4

CALENDAR

: 4...V414
1 --ii.
***
.li• '
.

Thursday, April 4
Senior trumpet recital by Stark
Benningfield/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall. FA-Center. MSU Admission
free.

Thursday, April 4
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m.ftiomor!acc Restaurant.

Mr. and Mrs. Tipton Curd of
Nashville, Tenn.. announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Brenda Joyce. to Stephen Edward Loft, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lotus Loft of Memphis, Term.
Miss Curd is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd of
Hazel and of the late NJr. and Mrs.
J.G. Stephens of St. Petersburg.
Fla.
Mr. Loft is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. William Walker and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Herman Loft
of Memphis.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of David Lipscomb High
School and is completing her third
year as a nursing major at Harding
University.
The groom-elect is .a 1990 graduate of Harding University and is
presently in the U.S: Army. stationed at Ft. Benning, Ga.
Wedding vows will be
exchanged Saturday. May 4, at 2
p.m. at Harpeth Hills Church of
Christ. Nashville.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Thursday, April 4
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn../7:30 p.m. at Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m. K/C

RENT-TO-OWN

---SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceeri $800 per wk.
Remote 19" 11/
$10m) per wk.

St. Leo Catholic Church, events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Liturgy Plan/6 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/1. pip/Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Scnior Citizens'
Center, Benton. 1hfo/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Gallon
Quasar
Entertainment Center
s20°° per wk.

'

.
F14 -

-5-

-With this ad753-7670

••••-i

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

1••••••

-

Friday, April 5
nited Way General board
meeting;12 noonNagliai•s.

•••••

I.

a.

Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2- p.m. for senior citizens

306 Main St.
759-4979

Central Shopping Center

aCtivities.

George Weaks Community
Center ir7,m 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
.
senior citizens.

LARGE GROUP OF
WINTER MERCHANDISE

1/2

1/2

orr or Already

One nev• born admission and dis-ials at Murray-Calloway Coun::. FL- pita! for Tuesday. April 2.
been released •asJellows:

753-3456

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC

Romig - MAJESTIC ROYALE

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

•

A

We Are Famous For Our Seafood Buffet.

0

*Catfish Fiddlers *Catfish Steaks *Shrimp
*Baked Cod *Stuffed Crab *Sea Strips
*Crab Salad *Shrimp Fetucini *Onion Rings
*Steak Fries *Hush Puppies *Cole Slaw
**And Our Full Salad/Fruit/Dessert Bar

$ 99

A

•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

_
arid baby
1.'2 SoJtn N:r-In St. Murray. Mrs
_ T.3 Carol
7.:s and baby; boy. A:
Bdx 259. C :„- ertsvile

Wont'd on page 7)

. ••

$845

4 P.M.

•-- ••••

Hospii

A

Choose

$645

14 oz. T-Bone or
10 oz.

AIN•

Ask For Our Menu Prepared To
Satisfy The Whole Family ONLY At

0

•

We are pleased to announce that Regina Dowdy.
bride-elect of Mark Duncan.
has selected her bedding
and bath accessories from
our bridal registry
Regina and Mark will be
married May 11. 1991.

A

We Accept Reservations rot Small or Large Parties. Receptions. Group
Meetings.
641 S., Murray, Ky•Ph. 753-1505

Tie gLtne
of Beautiful Gowns and

Ne
C,oil:ns ba:
Rodney. RI ;
Nov 10
James. PO

MCEn
NASIIVI
Col:my -4n
forms torn:
new group
since seven
tour manag,
crash.
Ish:Entire
were not al
that v.ent d
fornia aftcr
!McEntire
of the year
try
week on t
show. hut ,
tier currc
IC has so

Lutheran fro'ram Saturday

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
011

(Con!'d
Two .ne
missals ai
Murray-Ca
for Wedne,
released a!

-Kristen Brook Mardis, 2, won second alternate- in the Little Miss
Tater Day Beauty Pageant held Saturday. March 30, at Benton. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Douglas Mardis of Aurora; the
sister of Brock; and the granddaughter of Mrs. Mildred Mardis of
Aurora and Mr. and Mrs. David Duhrock of Arlington. Wallis Drugs
and Pam's Cake Het, both of 'Murray, were her sponsors.

New York Strip

0

Pra
part will
Pratt, sistt
granddaug
TODva

A

The Best Prime Rib In Kentucky.

Our Huge 10 oz. Prime Rib

Newborn admission
Fortenbery baby boy, parents. Sonja
and Craig, P.0 Box 2785, University
Station. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Op:e Phillips, 732 Vine St .
Murray: James Garen Lawson, At 1,
Box 353B, Murray, Mrs. Clara Thorn,
Rt. 1, Box 82. Al-no,
Jonn Clay Crawford, At 2. Box 206
Anna, III James Perry, Ri 1 Box
461, Mayfield. Mrs Irene Allen. At 1.
Box 286. Paris, Tenn
Mrs Edna Tucker. West View Nursing Home. M.,:riiay, Mrs Calls Lee-, RI
1, Box 145A, Aimo. Aaron Foutch, At
I,. Hazel:
Miss Melanie Brown, Rt. 3. Box
1038. 0.',-ray Victor lwanski, At. 2
Box 121-C Bchanan, Tenn Miss
P;:s. 1405 Main Apt

0

:EVERY FRIDAY S SATURDAY ;
61 4 P.M.

Cc

Par
ticipa
es
t in fa•eant

Hospital reports released

LAD & LASSIE

-Children's Clothing"
Soul hside Ma nor

Brenda Joyce Curd and
Stephen Edward Loft to marry

r Loft d on page 7

Price Merchandise

Mr. and
42nd we
April 8,
sappe, is
Kuttawa
of Kutta
one son,
Glenda

F

ts

The Concordia Seminary Chorus, St. Louis, Mo., will present a Choral E%ening Prayer for Easter at Immanuel Lutheran Church, Main
and 15th Streets, Murray, on Saturday, April 6, at 6 p.m. This service
of hymns, anthems, psalms and lessons for Easter will be led by the
chorus of 15 seminarians under the direction of Henry V. Gerike. The
congregation will also participate in some of the hymns and canticles.
The Chorus has recently returned from an extensive tour of Eastern
United States. It has been inexistence since 1902 and for many ears
was associated with the LuTheran Hour.

We are proud to support thc indiguratz.,n ot Dr. ..1
<pnala Kurth and the inaugural activities.
We are happy to announce that we will tr,rzate 10%
ofproceedsfrom allgown purchases and
tuAedo rentals to your choice of eithcr of the lfSil
Scholarship Foundation or the new M57..1
'Regional Special Events Center.

r

.544teade

74

}bur
flea service
Pharmacy

9-1741). 121 By-Pass, Murray
Open Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:30
Owner janet Fanner

Ana Afore!
.4.
...-

""---•&"•1••••

•

Sheila Cc
&renewed
•Wallcove
•Paint
•Window
•Accessorl
•Furniture

15% Cash DiscoUnt
on all prescriptions •
FREE
\
*Computerized Records PRESCRIETiom
1-1VCRY
*Medical Claims Service "
•PCS • Medimet
•BC-BS • Paid • State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

•Floorcovc
•Bed Ore.
•Landscap
.1-felp You 1
Fe
(502) 715-702

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn
R.Ph.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES

or 42 years

CA(Cont
LENDAR
Friday, April 5

Friday, April 5

Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon18 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended, !Mayfield.

First United Methodist Church
events include Parents' Night
Out/5:30-11 p.m.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11
p.m./Info 753-TEEN.

Alford Chapter 445 Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
at Aurora.

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m.."114)meplae-1850 LBL.

N1SU Men's Tennis Team/play
Morehead at 2:30 p.m./Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
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NU% and Mrs. Cecil McLeod of Rt. 3, Murray, will celebr
ate their
42nd wedding annisersary on Monday. April 8. They were
married
April 8, 1949, at Hopkins ilk. Mrs. McLeod, the former Jo nn
11111.
sappe, is the daughter of the late George and Oatie Mae Holsapple
of
Kutlawa. Mr. N1cLeod is the son of the late Joe and
Claudie N1cLeod
of Kuttawa. They are both employed at Fisher-Price Toys. They
has e
one son, Ed.ward Eugene !McLeod, Rt. Murray. and one daugh
ter.
Glenda (Pee Wee) Elkins and husband, Mickey, Almo.
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Tonya Pratt will celehratt-her sesenth birthday-on
Friday, April 5...A
party will he at Show Biz. She is the daughter
of Michael and Andrea
Pratt, sister of Andress, granddaughter of Carol
yn Carter, and greatgranddaughter of Irene Carter of Murray.
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NEW YORK (AP)
It', not a dream - Bobby. IR. and the rest
of
the Ewings won't be back next season.
CBS said Wednesday' that ''Dallas," the nightt
ime soap opera depicting
intrigue among the Texas big-oil set. will end
its I3-year run this season.
The finale will be a two-hour special May
3.
Executive producer Leonard Katzman said
the episode will pose the
question, "What would the 'Dallas' world be
like had J.R. Ewing never
been born?"
It will be similar in format to the Christmas
movie classic "It's a Wonderful Life," Katzman said. •
Larry Hagman plays J.R. Guest stars will
include former "Dallas"
actors Mary Crosby, Linda Gray, Steve
Kanaly and Jack Scalia, and
"Knots Landing'' stars Ted Shackelford and Joan
Van Ark, Ewings who
were spun off to their own show.
Joel Grey will play an angel.
"Dallas" made its debut on April 2, 1978.
It was the No. 1 show in
1980-81. 1981-82 and 1983-84.
1983
T h.e "Who Shot JR.'' episode on Nov. 21, 1980.
was the most-watched
single show in TV history-until the final episod
e of "MASH" on Feb. 28,
Recently, the soap's popularity has declined.
This season it ranks 59th
out of 130 prime-time shows.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
\I \I '11 Of 01- 1II1 It I

•
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CBS taking 'Dallas' off air

'd from page 6)
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Hospital... ;
(Corit'd from page
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday. April 3, have been
released as follows:

Dismissals
Mci S. Wes! yew Nurs•ng
.• %its Geneva Lee. Rt 2, Box
:.!'s A': e Gamson, R: A, Box

32. P.''ay,

R: 2. Box 221, Springv,i•
t.•

H

JacKson, 301 Pine St .
Makne Clark, 833
S
Mu•ray,
:•-•s••Pattnall. At I. Box 306
Joetie Frances Lamb. RI 7,
John Overall, RI 1, Box
28' Ca-Pen Tenn.;
C ncy Kr,ght and baby glrl. 1509
Da-o.. Rc, Murray, Mss Me'an.e Osoron
a-c .a:y ooy. At. 1, Box 226, Arno. Mss
Lr-, Lee C et- cn. P0 Box 744, Cad.z

Newborn admissions
Col ns oa•ny g
pwents, Donna and
Rodney. Rt 2. BOX 725. B•g Sa-dy Tern
Nevie oaby gm. parents, Lo- are
James PO Box 856. Murray

McEntire in concert
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (.AP) ---Coustrry-Singer Reba !McEntire p6rforms toni,jl-it in Cleveland with her
new grt),:p ri their first concert
since seven hand members and her
tour manager v.ere killed in a plane
crash.
McEntire and two band members
were not aboard the private plane
that v.ent down March 16 in California after concert in San Diego
McEntire.. voted female vocalist
of the year four times by the Country N1usi,:. Association, sang last
week on the Academy Awards
show, hut without her .new hand.
Her current album, "Rumor Has
It," has sold I million copies.

1N-STOCK SPECIAL
Hartcog Hardwood Flooring
na Color
•Random Plank
$350 .3"
Inches Wide

,

Only

4xpirations

Ft

Hwy. 94 West

Swimwear

a7,1r:\.

The right size and Color

It

-._--•',"

THE NEW WOK
IN DECORATING

soerrs

gRitqloTPs
,_ _
,i,1141,4„,,,

,

$36 to $68

"Look for our grand opening April 15."
759-9933

753-2392
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The racks are full
of color and style
Just come by and try
On one of our spring
collection
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With A Perfect
Fit
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Photographer
Portraits • Weddings

•3/8" Inches Thick

MITCHELL'S CARPETS

M's Ca'e G:•gles. 511 South 13th St ,
Mis Ire:na Rovkett, Pt 4, Box 645

-AV

Bill Birdyshaw

-Sien

t
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, 5hola Cohoon & Ann William,
.
Experienced In Helping You Choose:
•W.111COVerlflg Pone mum
.!, ro.trns)
•Paint
•'Vindow Treatments

.
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Coats &
Jackets
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Baby Birds expect to improve on
last-place finish

ST. LOUIS (AP) — A repeat last-place finish
in the
National League East may not be such a lock
after all for the
St. Louis Cardinals.
"The only guys not picking us last are our own
writers
because they know they have to deal with us,"
catcher Tom
Pagnozzi said. "They're picking us fifth.
"But I think we can surprise some people."
They've already opened some eyes in training
camp. The
Cardinals have a 15-10 spring training record.
They led the
way with a team batting average well above
.300 and an
earned run average around 2.50.
Seven times they've scored in double figures
and four times
their pitchers have combined for shutout.
Rookie Omar Olivares. who's battling for a spot
in
tion, worked five no-hit innings on Thursday. Pagno the rotazzi flirted
all spring with a .600 batting average. Anoth
er rookie. left
fielder Bernard Gilkey. as hitting better than
.400. and journeyman Gerald Perry had two home runs.
The players are loose and the eldbhous'e is no 'long
er the
forbidding place it was during last season. v.hen
the Cardinals
were ridden with dissension and fi.7.:shed in last
place for the
first time since 1918.
"It's a great attitude." third baseman Todd
Ze:le said.
"We do our stretching together. our running
together. we do

Zeile moves from catcher to third base in
his second full season and Pagnozzi gets his first chance at
starting at catcher.
The pitching staff also entered the spring with
major question marks. Things got worse when left-hande
r Joe Nlagrane,
the team's top starter, was lost for the season
due to an elbow
David
N,
injury. Torre is left with a low -profile rotati
on of Bryn Smith,
Jose DeLeon, Ken Hill, Bob Tewksbury
RAMEY
and either Olivares or
Jamie Moyer.
6,06...ddle.dr— —
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The roster may look less than imposing.
But the Montreal
Expos contended in the East last seaso
n with three rookie
Kelly' Breazeale is happy, but
starters and a pitching staff decimated by
free agent defeca part of her is sad.
tions. And there arc other examples.
"We can be the White Sox of 1990
The new Lady Racer basketor the Orioles of
ball coach always wanted to be
1989," said Moyer, who signed a minor
-league contract with
a Division I head coach, and
the Cardinals in January but is 3-0 in the
we may gain a little respect before we spring. "In our case. the opportunity was given her
play anybody for real."
Wednesday when the university
Of course, plenty of question marks
remain.
announced that she had been
For one thing, the Cardinals could start
the
promoted to head coach on a
right-handed starting rotation, unless Moye year with an all
r makes it. And
permanent basis.
opening day starter Bryn Smith, Jose DeLe
on. Ken Hill. Bob
But the situation surrounding
Tewksbury arid Olivares-Moyer combined
for oniy 36 victoLady Racer basketball in the
ries last year.
era of Larry Wall, the inner
The Cardinals are counting on comebacks
from Smith. who
turmoil in the program that
(Cont'd on page 9)
clipped the opportunity' of
building on the success of the
Bud Childers years, partially
made a casualty of Kelly
Breazeale.
"I wanted this, but I didn't
want it at someone else's
expense," Breazeale said. "I care
LAKEL.AND, Fla. (AP) — Tom Selleck was all busin
ess in his role as
a lot about Larry Wall."
a major league pinch-hitter. And he did fine — until
the major league
Larry Wall. There's not one
pitcher got down to business. too.
person who knows Larry Wall
The actor pinch-hit for the Detroit Tigers in the eighth
inning of their
who won't tell you that he is
spring training game Wednesday' night against the
Cincinnati Reds. With
one of the nicest people you
a crowd of 7.210 shrieking approval. Selleck foule
d off several pitches
will ever meet. He's also a
from Cincinnati's Tim Layana before striking out.
good
basketball coach. He
At least he went down swinging.
deserved a better fate that the
"He swung the bat pretty good for an actor, didn't
he?" Reds catcher
trouble that brewed in the Lady
Jeff Reed said. You could tell he'd played some.: He
came up there with
Racer basketball program.
a big wad of chew in his mouth and he started spitting
like a ballplayer."
But the situation he was
That's the idea. Selleck has worked out with the Tiger
s this spring as
brought into made it impossible
research for his role in his next film. "Tokyo Diamond.
" Selleck, who
for him to succeed. Wall could
played baseball in junior college, will play an aging
ballplayer who goes
never come to grips with coachto Japan in the movie.
ing
women's basketball. The
He has made road trips with the Tigers this• spring, taken
batting practerm has two words "women"
tice, and even been the target of practical jokes
in .the clubhouse.
and "basketball".
"I kind of got accepted," he said.
He got initiated to the big leagues Wednefsulay
The "women" part of the
night.
Tigers manager Sparkv Anderson sent him up to pinch
game was Larry Wall's undoing.
-hit
for
Rob
Deer
with two out in the eighth inning and Detroit
He struggled with how' to motileading 4-2. Layana. a rightbander struggling to hold his middle-relief role this
vate, how to deal with the
spring. was finishing
his first i.nn'ng,
female pysche. That led to team
The crowd gave Selleck a standing ovation when
dissension which spilled out
he stepped ot of thie
dugout vieariRg a No. 14 jersey with -SELLE
onto the basketball floor. TurCK" stitched a:ross the
shoulders. The crowd knew Selleck was working out
novers were the rule, not the
with the Tgers. but
was the first time he's appeared in a game.
exception, and players openly
Anderson had told Reds manager Lou Piniella befor
scolded each other during
e the game that he
r.-.4.nt use Selleck.
games.
thought they'd just throw the ball .p :here. I didn't
:i‘.17k thev
It's now Kelly Breazeale's job
ite• him. out." Anderson satd.
to try and repair Lady Racer
basketball.
him to get a hit.- Reedsc That wouldn't look
tocy
The team showed progress
;.'
late in the season. They downed
Reed made small talk with Selleck as he
Sel:eck had melt the
EasternKentucky and Middle
Reds last ye:17 in Cincinnati. when he came
the clubhouse and sigted
Tennessee, and lost a last"I tried to joke around with him.'
secon
d contest to Tennessee
lle ••
-I was ner‘ous enough to lose some of n
State — three of the four
7... Se;le,k
schools that made the OVe
Layana threw the first pitch outside to the le::
Tournameni They. also played
- 2 SelleLk.
The actor took a big cut at the next pitch anc
Tennessee Tech, the league's
Lay adominating power the last three
il7n a chance to gel a h:t.
years; close in Cookeville.
•
he'd third base -That progress probably' won
Breazeale the job. The universia strike on him, I gave
ty considered going outside the
The next pitch was a knockie--rve:system, but a check into Breaa nasty pitch," Reed said, "It drop;
lt's a
tough
zeale shows that she was a
tp hit if you've never seen it beiore.
consistent winner back in her
•-..-dn't. He swung and
home state of Texas. Fresh' out
Fie '
nice ovation as he return:d
OVer
of college, she took a high
autograph after the game. "sir-ci
school team to the state champyou
,ionship game in Texas, one of
grateful for the chance to vi h ff.
the better state's for women's
"It wa
c of them to let me cost them an at-ha:.'• Selleck
said.
was nct. :7-- arrassai. I did OK. I swung. a:
high school basketball.
a had pitch ;for st.t".e one..
My
She moved back to her alma
shaking a little bit."
mater. East Texas, and was
He got
on theball twice, and looked like a ha::player doine
. it.
making steady progress at ETSU
And he
another ballplayer's dream ahead -_ recognition of hlS
before leaving for Murray in
r ,e.g„e at-bat.
the summer of 1989.
Yes. there he was, listed as a pinch -hitter in the offiti
al -hox score.
Recruiting is her first big
"I'm going to save it and frame it." he said.
challenge. As recruiting coordinator, she's shown an interest
in signing local talent (Jennifer
Parker and Rechelle Cadwell
the Midwest. The winner of the then
could
give the Lady Racers an
helped the Rockets put down a
division will get the second seed in 20-6
all -Fourth District backcourt next
spurt by the Mavericks in the
the Western Conference playoffs. third
season), and has every intention
quarter.
while the second- and third-place
of signing players in the surElsewhere in the NBA, it was
finishers probably will not even
rounding states.
have homecourt advantage in the Cleveland 95, New York 84; PhiShe's personable, she's a
ladelphia 107; Indiana 104; Seattle
-first round.
"player's coach", and she has
106, Sacramento 91; and Golden
the youthful agressivencss that
"We're stacking them up one by
State 127, Miami 114.
you look for in the careerone," Rockets coach Don Chaney
minded and tough, business of
Olajuwon got 20-plus rebounds
said of Houston's 15th victory in
coaching basketball
16 games. "Things are going good. for the sixth time this season and
She's a good chOice. The
Vernon Maxwell led Houston in
We've got a stretch coming up now
Lady Racers lost Tawnya Pierce
that will be tough. As the games scoring with 27 points. Dallas lost
and Michelle. Wenning to graduget tougher. maybe our players will for the 12th time in 15 games and
ation, and some people in the
and 12 rebounds at halttime and
get tougher.",,
inside game are going to hate
extended its road losing streak to
"I'm happy with my game. Our
to step up and be a factor next
seven games.
whole team has made it easier for
The Rockets, who never trailed, season.
me by the way they are playing,"
But for now. thejrnoiI is
led 52-35 at halftime after leading
said Olajuwon, who had 17 points
over.
41-21 in the second quarter.

'Magnum' a force at the
plate as Tigers pinch-hit

Award winners from the I 990 ‘lurra? State t
nix ersit football banquet, held !Olinda?. from
left: James
Huff, captain: Keith Aski captain: Shelton Burro
s,. defensive NI% P: Michael Da% is, athletic
director
character, offenske
Racer coach ‘likt. Mahoney; Danny Amato, team
51% P; Chris Sy Oho. rookie of
the year: Reggie Kennedy. academic. \1or2an Sisk.
and leading tackler: and Chad \Jou, special warn
MVP.
,

Metro happy about expansion
ATLANTA AP; —
will keep the Metro Confere'7.viable in the eyes of the NC A
But after losing three
members to the Metro on We.:•
day, the Sun Be:t Conferenlooking toward •a merge!. 1 .
last four schools a
home.
NCAA. regu.ation, -

Le1M•.
ch had lost four
got
„••„•-.

. '
:.7.2 Great
ference and Old
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Super

BARREL RACE

By The Associated Press
Hakegrn 01,won was briliiar.:
throughout.
Mark Eaton had
just one shining moment. farther
squeezing the tight Midwest
Division.
Olajuwbn keyed Hodsion's
102-86 victory over Daiitis Wednesday night with 22 points -and 22
rebounds. Karl Malone had 39
points and 12 rebounds for Utah in
a 99-97 win over the Los Angeles
Clippers that wasn't seacd until
Eaton, who was scoreless, h,ockey
Ron Harper's shot in the finai
seconds.
The two outcomes left first-place
San Antonio with a half-game edge
over both the Rockets and Jazz in

Saturday, April 6 at 6 p.m.

West Kentucky Expo Center
*Over $2000 Money & Prizes
*Live Bluegrass Band 5-6 p.m.
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St

Glendale at Whltnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-53
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CHECK OUT OUR ,
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any
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most everything together, and I think that's
built a camarakrie that we lacked a little bit befor
e."
All's not perfect. Shortstop.9zzie Smith and
first baseman
Pedro Guerrero have griped about getting
contract extensions
that the Cardinals are unwilling to
give.
But it's close enough for manager Joe
Torre. who doesn't
mind rebuilding the team without Willie
McGee, Vince Coleman, Terry Pendleton and Ken Dayley.
The way he sees it,
the new -look Cardinals are starting to
believe they belong.
"We have sOmething to prove," Torre
said. "Not to other
people. to ourselves."
Of course, it's only spring training. The
record gets wiped
clean soon and reality might begin to set
in when the Cardinals start the season on a nine-game trip
to Chicago. Philadelphia and Montreal.
"It doesn't mean a whole lot." Cardinals
general manager
Dal Ntaxvill said. "I've been on sprin
g training clubs that
were 5-10 and I knew deep 'down that
that didn't mean-- a
whole lot either."
In the Cardinals' case. it can't hart.
Only three starters — Smith. Guerrero and
second baseman
Jose Oquendo — return to their same spots
. The outfield will
be comprised of rookies Ray Lankford and
Bernard Gilkey in
center and left field, and second-year man Felix
Jose in right.

Award winners
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McNutt, AAI
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Actions & Reactions
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC Unseeded
Fedenca Bonsignon upset fifth-seeded
Katenna
1.4ateeva 6-7 (3-7), 6-2, 6-4 and unseede
d Hale
Ciotti defeated 12th -seeded Isabel
Cueto 6-1,
4-6, 6-4 in the second round of
the Famly
Circle Magazine Cup

BASEBALL

ut

tre

SARASOTA,
- Bo is back. He signed a
one-year contract with the Chicago While Sox
and was immedialefy placed on the 60-day disabled list The signing ULM, less than two
weeks after he was released by the Kansas
Crty Royals. when it appeared a serious hip
injury had jeopardized his dual careers in pro
lessional baseball and football Now, there is
renewed optimism that Jackson could be playing baseball this season Jackson is riot
expected to play dunng the first half of the season and will be evaluated at the All-Star break
Jack.son can earn as much as $8 15 million
over three years, but if he doesn't return the
While Sox are obligated to pay him only
$700.000, the salary guaranteed for the 1991
season
According to contract information
obtained by The Associated Press, Jackson
would make ft 5 million in 1991, $2.9 million in
1992 and $3 75 million in 1993 if he earns all
the performance bonuses available in the deal
NEW YORK - Negotiators for umpires and the
Arnencan and National Leagues met for six
hours and will resume their bargaining today
"The only progress that was made was that the
union made additional enormous concessions
to the owners." umpires union head Riche Phillips said, "but the owners continue to stonewall." Phillips declined to say what concessions
the umpires made Robert Kheel, the negotiator
for the two leagues, refused to comment on the
meeting.
PITTSBURGH - Frank* Gustine, an All-Star
infielder for the Pittsburgh Pirates in 1946, 1947
and 1948, died of a heart attack in Davenport,
Iowa He was 71 Gustine collapsed and died
Monday shortly atter the first voyage of The
President, a casino riverboat, said Jack McNamara, a spokesman for the boat's owner, John
Connelly. Gustine and Connelly were partners
in ownership of the Sheraton Inn at Station
Square in Pittsburgh. Gustine played for the
Pirates from 1939 until 1948. then played one
year each for the Chicago Cubs arid St Louis
Browns. He had a lifetime batting average of
265 with 38 home runs and 480 RBIs.
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla - John Mullen,
vice president and assistant general manager
of the Atlanta Braves, was found dead in his
hotel room. He was 66 Braves manager Bobby
Cox said Mullen's body was found in the shower in his room at the team's spring training
hotel. Mullen had worked for the Braves'
franchise for 32 _years. He orginally began
working for the Braves in 1947 in Boston,
remaining with the team until 1968. He worked
fOr the Houston Astros for 13 years before
returning to Atlanta in 1979 as general manager, a title he held until 1985.
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FORT MYERS. Fla. - The father of Atlanta
Braves and Falcons star Deion Sanders was
ordered held on 55.000 bond after Lee County
sheriffs detectives found crack cocaine on his
tongue Detectives also discovered a rock of
crack arid a pipe for smoking the drug inside a
black 1990 Corvette registered To Dean Sanders and parked at the North Fort Myers motel
where M.rns Sanders was staying, Lee County
shentf's spokeswoman Geraldine Poole said.
MS Sanders, 48, was arrested Tuesday night
after detectives spotted him riding with another
man who was driving h -s van arrat catty through
a known drug-tra"ckrg area, Poole sad
DALLAS - Dallas Mavencks forward Roy
Tarpley admits he violated trie
provisions of his
drug treatment after-care program by dnnking
on the night of his arrest on charges of
drunken
driving, but denies ire was intoxicat
ed. Tarpley.
who has twice violated the NBA's ant -drug
policy and es recuperating from a season-ending
knee injury, also sad that if he drinks
again, he
won't leave the house Tarpley
has disputed
police accounts of his arrest Saturday morning,
but does acknowledge he drank three
beers
before going out that night. Police said
he was
unruly and refused a Breathalyzer or blood
test,
but failed five field sobriety tests.

TENNIS
ORLANDO. Ha - Sixth-seeded Jimmy
Arias
survived a strong challenge from David
Will
and eighth-Seeded David Pate Deal Jeff
Tartango in the second round of the Prudenti Securial
ties Classic Ana' beat Wilt 6-7 (7-2),
7-8(7-3).
6-1 and Pate defeated Tarango 6-2, 6-7
(4-7),
6-1
LISBON, Portugal - Third -seeded Andrei
Cheinokov beat Claudio Mezzadn 5-7,
7-5, 6-1
to advance to the quarterfinals
of the Estoril
Open Chesnokov's next opponent
is Horst
Skod, whO topped Richard Frornber
g 6-4. 6-2
HONG KONG - Eduardo Mass()
upset thirdseeded Michael Stich 7-5, 6-3
and birth seeded Ander Jarryd was forced to retire
with a
ieg injury in the first round of
the Hong Kong
Open Jarryd %A his match with Patrick
Kuhnen when he pulled a calf
muscle after losing
the first set 6-7 (5-21

Baby Birds

BASKETBALL
LOS ANGELES - Admitting it
was not the
prize he wanted most, UNLV
senior forward
Larry Johnson nevertheless called
it a great
honor when he was presente
d with the John
Wooden Award as college player of
the year
Johnson received the award, given
by the Los
Angeles Athletic Club, four days after
the Runnon' Rebels lost to Duke 79-77 in the
semilinas
of the NCAA tournament Duke went
on to beat
Kansas 72-65 to win the national champion
ship
Johnson recived 1,646 points in voting
by 1,000
writers and broadcasters. LSU sophomo
re center Shaquille O'Neal finished second
with 1,389
pcknts
NEW YORK - Don Chaney,
whose Houston
Rockets won 14 of 15 games in
March, was
named as the NBA's coach of the
month. Chaney also won the award in February

HOCKEY
MONTREAL - Goallender Kelly Hrudey
of the
Los Angeles Kings was named
NHL player of
the month and Quebec Nordque
s winger Siephane Morin was named rookie of
the month
Hrudey was 8-1-1 in the final month
of the regular season with three shutouts
and a 2 26
goals-against average. Monn, who
ended the
season with a nine-game scoring streak,
scored
Six goals and added 10 assists
in 10 games in
March

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
actisTow RED SO*-Spnad Tony Fosses
pincher to a
one-yrier contrscs Sent Jowas Manzanillo.
pincher, to
Pairticlun ol the International League
CHICAGO WHITE SOS-Signed Bo Jackson
outfielder
to a one-year contact and placed heir on the 80-dsydie
*SW list Placed Kin Daykiy pitcher on eve 15-da
y clus
aided list
CLE VE LAN D INDIANS-Optioned Ruin Smarter arid ndiI. thaw. prichers. to Colorado Sponge of
the Pacific
Coast League and Carlos Martinez. outfielder. arid
lAke
Walker, ganef. to Canton-Aaron of the Eastern
League
Sent Dave Otto. pitcher. to their rnner-league carrp for
reassignment
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Warned Luis de los
Santos.
infielder, for the purpose of gnring him Nis uncioniti
one
reteale
OAKLAND ATHLETICS-Placed Carney Lanaford,
third
basemen and Rick Honer:aft:richer. on the is-clay
asailed hat Assigned Jeff Ikrussernan pother to thee
moor league camp
TEXAS RANGERS-Sent Terry Wells, pitcher,
to Moir
mmouleague carp for reassignment
National League
CHICAGO CUBS-Opeored Steve *Ikea'', pitcher
to
Cal of the American Assodaton
HOUSTON ASTROS-Sent Bob Sets'. {steer
to their
minor-Hague camp for reaSSignrhent
NEW YORK VETS-Sent Keivin Torre, fro baseman.
and Orlando Mercado catcher. to Tidewater of the
Imrenaloonal Liege
PHILADELPHiA PHILUES-Optioned Bruce Ruin ono
Bob Scanlan pinchers, to ScrantonWilurs•Barre
or the
intwnabona League Sent Danny Cox. pitcher. to Clear
water of the Florida State League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Optioned Tim Jones and
Liss
Alcoa. infielders. Red Brewer, Ire baseman, Tim
Sherri. ;ocher. and Ray Stephens catcher to Lousvele
of
Ora American Assooalon Placed Frank DPirio and
Todd
Worred. pitchers on the 15-day disabled list
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Optioned Picky Bores and John
Costello. pitchers. to Las Vegas of the Paciac Coast
League
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
ATLANTA HAWKS-Waved Trevor Wilson,
forward
HOUSTON eockEts-Adivaud kraa Bullard. forward
tom the injured kit
United States Basketball League
PHILADELPHIA SPIRIT-Named Ron Dick amistant
coach
World Basketball League
SASKATCHEWAN STORM-Signed Everese
Stephens
guard
FOOTBALL
Canadian Football League
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS-Haired Greg Monns erector
of placer personnel Signed Brian ink and John
Monon,
linebackers
World League of American Football
RALEiGH.DURHAM SWYHAWKS-Signed Jo• Pizzo
querterback
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
MiNNESOTA NORTH STARS-Announced trus resignation of Lou Manna, senor vice ceesident
WASHINGTON CAPITALS--Recaeo Jim Hrivnak,
goal.
Pander, from Baltimore of Ti'. American Hockey
League
SOCCER
Major Soccer Lesgue
DALLAS SIDEKICKS-Announced the retirement
of
Krzysail Sobeski goaltender at Si. end of the season
COLLEGE
METRO CONFERENCE-Announced that North
Carolina-Chanotte, South Flonda and Writs Commonwealth we loin this conference on Jule
OHIO ATHLETIC CONFERENCE-Named Tim Gleason
co'mss.oner
NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL-hatred ilshop
Harris
footbal coach
POTSDAM ST -Named Bell Mtcheil ireenrn head
men's
baseratbail coach
TOLEDO-Named Shawn Simms running backs
coach

The Associated Press

Whalers 5, Bruins 2
The Whalers, who finished the season On
an 0-5-2 slide, appeared headed or an early wipeout
at Boston Garden when Jeff Lazaro scored 23 seconds
into the game arid Mark Hunter's major
Penalty for elbowing 21 seconds later gave the Bruins
a five-minute power play
But the Whalers allowed only one shot while killing off the
penalty, tied the game at 14.11 on Pat
Verbeek's power-play goal and went ahead to stay in
the second period on goals by Kevin Dineen
arid Rob Brown
"We didn't get down after they scored so
early,- Verbeek said
We kept working"
Petn Skriko's power-play goal late in the second period
made it 3-2 but John Cullen and Paul Cyr
scored 29 seconds apart late in the third period
to put the game away.
"We were beaten,- Boston coach Mike Milbury said
"They outworked us. They outchecked us.
They finished their opportunities better. They
had better defense They had better goaltending"
Devils 3, Penguins 1
New Jersey was 0-tor-4 at Pittsburgh during tire regular
season, but it didn't mane( Wednesday
night
Peter Stastny scored twice for the Devils. His
second goal, a wraparound at 4:12 of the third
period, broke a 1-1 tie Laurie Boschman finished
of a 2-on-1 break 50 seconds later by beating
Torn Barrasso over the left shoulder for
a 3-1 lead.
Mario Lemieux gave the Penguins the lead with
a power-play goal midway through the second
penod, but Stastny, who had just one point in his last
12 regular-SeaSon games, tied the score at
15 42 by knocking in a rebound.
The Devils put on an exhibition of defensiv
e hockey that made their coach proud.
"h was that old-time hockey," Tom lAcVie
said. 'Old-time hockey in my book is hard hitting,
checking and the forechecking game I love dearly. I'm
not interested in this breakaway-type hockey.
You won't win anything with that."
Canadians 7, Sabres 5
Montreal spotted Buffalo an early 2-0 lead, then roared
back with four first-period goats to win at
The Forum.
Benoit Hogue and Grant Ledyard scored in the first
2.12 as Buffalo stunned the crowd 0116,343.
But Russ Courtnall's second goal of the game capped
a four-goal surge by the Canadiens and the
Sabres were unable to get any closer
Sylvan Lefebvre, Mathieu Schneider, Stephan
e Richer, Brent Gilchnst and Denis Savard also
scored for Montreal. Pierre Turgeon, Rick Vave
and Kevin Haller had the Sabres' other goals.
Rangers 2, Capitals 1
Jan Erixon arid Bernie Nicholls prov,ded the offense
and rookie ooaltender Mike Richter ad tne
rest as the Rangers beat Washington at
Madison Square Garden_
Enxon opened the sconng ',edit a spectacular
breakaway goal at 4 20 of the second penod, onehanding the puck past Don Beaupre after being
tripped by delensernan Kent Paynter Nicholls
made it 2-0 with a slap shot from the left
faceoff dot at 16S8
Richter made 28 saves and was within 1:33
of his first career shutout before What Pivonka
knocked in Calls Johansson'S rebound.
New York, which finished tne regular season
on a 2-9-1 slide, played as best game in a month
"We had no excuses," Richter said of the slump
It was a good slap in the face for us. Tonight
we played well in all three zones and we took
the body well I didn't have to face many rebounds

ured he might be a career reserve
until Torre came to town.
So what's the worst that can
happen?
"If two of us fail, they'll go out
and replace us," Pagnozzi said. If
all five of us turn out good, hey,
then they can go out and replace a
pitcher or something.
"Who knows, we might all five
turn out to be pretty good players."
And the Cardinals might turn out
to be a pretty good team.
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'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King
1111•111110a,

753-8355
I

Pro basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atientic Division
W L
r-Eforiton
63 20
..Phladeprea
41 33
Nee York
35 38
Washington
27 45
New Jersey
21 50
mat"
22 52
Central Division
x -Chicago
54 18
x-Detroil
46 27
x-lalerauk se
44 29
x-Atlanta
38 34
Indiana
36 37
Cleveland
26 47
Charlotte
22 51
WESTERN CONFERENCE
klideese Division
W I
x -San Antonio
47 24
1-Houston
47 25
I-Utah
47 25
Ortando
26 45
Dallas
26 46
Mnneeota
22 49
18 53
D4wwer
Pacific Division
s-Portland
54 le
s-Le Lakers
52 21
x-Phoenz
50 22
38
35
6-Golden State
Swains
35 37
LA Clone's
28 45
Sacramento
20 52
s•cincted playoff berth
y-cinched diris.rth vie

Pct.
726
564
479
375
315
297

GB
127.
le
25,
30
31r.

750
630
603
528
493
356
301

An
101.•
16
18,
284
374

Pct
662
653
653
366
361
310
264

GB
iv
4
21
21/,
25
267.

750
71 2
694
521
486
384
278

2',i
4
18,,,
19
26},
34

Wedneedily a Games
Cleveland 95. New York 64
Phoageoha 107, Indiana 104
Haision 102 Dallas 86
Utah 99. LA Clippers 97
Sivalt4 106 Sacramento 91
Golden State 127 Miami 114
Thursday's Gimes
NO. Jersey at Bcston 6 30
p rn
Atlanta at Charlotte. 630 pm
Portant) at Washington 630 pm
Denver at Winter:Aa. i p rn
San Antonio at Meaukee 7 30 pm
Chicago at New Yon, lye p m
LA Laken at Phoenix. 8 30 p in
Friday's Games
Charlotte at Cleveland. 630 pm
Washington at Indiana 630 pm
%Mend at Orlando. 630 p in
San Antonio it Chicago, 7 p in
lAnnesola at Detroit. 7 p in
Utah at Dallas 730 pm
Houston at Denver 830 pm
Phoenix at Gotten State 930 pm
Seattle at LA Clippers 930 pm
kaani at LA Lake's. 930 pm
Saturday', Games
Boston at Ortanoo. 6 30 p m
Indiana at Atlanta 7 p rn
Utah at Hoi..stor. 7 30 p in
DetrOd at New vont. 7 30 pm
New JerSey el Milwauliee 8 p rn
Golden Stale in Sacramento, 9 30 p rn
Surefey's Gem.*
Cleveland an Charlotte, 1 p rn
Phiadepha at Chicago 230 p In
Portland at Daeas 2 30 pm.
San Anionic at Minnesota 230 pin
Seattle at Deriver 3 pm
Sacramento at LA CIbbers 8
O
Phoenix at LA Lakers 9 30 p m m
.

i

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Yard Pro/////
REAR TINE TILLER

Wrecking ball hits Comiskey
CHICAGO (AP) — The walls of
old Comiskey Park came tumbling
down Wednesday.
A wrecking ball started swinging
against the stadium — the major
leagues' oldest park — at 10 a.m.
CST, marking the end of more than
80 years of baseball history.
Scores of Chicagoans — clad in
business suits, work clothes and
even a clown costume — stood
nearby and watched the wrecking
ball as it hit the stadium's southeast side, where the right-field
stands met the first-base side.
"I'm a Cubs fan, ... but I hate to
see this," said one onlooker.
The demolition work got under
way just hours before reporters
were allowed to tour the new Corn-

THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1991

The Insurance Center
of Murray

!IP!

Two regular-season division champions, the Boston Bruins and
Pittsburgh Penguins, saw the home-ice advantage they worked 80 games
to get
disappear in 60 minutes on Wednesday night.
The Bruins, who won the Adams Division, were shocked 5-2
by Hartford in their playoff opener as John Cullen had a goal and
two assists.
The Patrick Division-champion Penguins, who won the first
title of
sort in their 24-year history, managed only one goal against New any
Jersey
and lost 3-1 at the Civic Arena.
In the other Adams Division semifinal series opener, Montre
al rallied
from an early 2-0 deficit to outscore Buffalo 7-5. The New York
Ranger
beat Washington 2-1 in the other Patrick Division semifinal opener s
.
All four series resume Friday night.
The Norris and Smythe Division semis open on Thursday night. In
the
Norris, it's Minnesota at Chicago and Detroit at St. Louis. In
the Smythe,
Los Angeles hosts Vancouver and Calgary entertains Edmon
ton.

•

SCOREBOARD

$67995

iskey Park across the street
The White Sox will play their
first game in the new Comiskey
Park on April 18 against the
Detroit Tigers.

Save '120

Old Comiskey was opened July
1, 1910. An upper deck was added
in 1927.
Speedway Wrecking Co., the
Chicago contractor hired to demolish the stadium, has been working
inside the aging facility for about a
month.
"There's definitely mixed emotions," said Larry Kolko of Speedway. "But ... by the time we're
through with this demolition, maybe we'll be playing a World Series
across the street."

B• A r-r..• Car
‘,•"••-• Roo.,

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

—{Hot Spring Give Away)

••
•

(Coned from page 8)
signed a three-year. 56 million free
agent contract before last season,
but was 9-8 with a 4.27 ERA in an
injury-plagued 1990, and DeLeon,
coming off the second 19-game
loss year of his career.
Then there's all the kids.
The only big-league experience
Lankford, Gilkey and Olivares
have came in the dog days of last
season. Zeile has a month under his
belt at third base and Pagnozzi fie-

Pittsburgh, Bruins lose
home-ice edge in opener

;
.

This Tractor Has A
Lifetime Warranty;

LAWN
RIDER

‘' TOP

SAVE
$200

1991
Ford
Ranger
XLT

List Price
Factory Discount
Parker Ford Discount
First Time Buyer*
Rebate

So IfYou Want The Day Off,
Pray For Rain.

$12,979.00
$1,989.00
$600.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$8,890.00

"I'vluat Meet Requirements

Ingersoll 3000 and 4000 series Garden Tractors are the
with the exclusive Hydriv• hydraulic operating system only ones
. a system
so dependable it allows us to offer a lifetime warranty,
the
TOPT'" (Total Owner Protection) Lifetime Warranty.
For a limited
time, buy the tractor and get the mower deck absolutely
FREE!
See them and the rest of Ingersoll's line of premium
lawn and
garden equipment at:

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

•

• I.

I

•••

•

•

•

••

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

All-Season Tires
*Tachometer
•Cast Aluminum

753-5273

•

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

Wheels.

Deep Dish
•Sliding Rear Window
•Power Steering

Toy- Complete Auto Center'

701 Main St. Murray

.„

•108- Wheelbase
*P215 Steel OWL

503 Walnut Street Murray • 1939 N 8th St
Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

•Air Conditioning
990 InOweel ECM:went Co
'

•••.

'• •

.

LI
Ingersoll

•Soo•capoltia Lamed Letarris Warranty at your hawed desk.

HARDWARE STORES

•

.•.
••

.- •

•. . •
, •.
• :

'

•:
. ir..•

Chestnut St
Hrs

7:30-5:30 1.11-F,

753-2571 or 753-4110
7 30-5:00 Sat
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Fp Anniversary Special!
t\ $25 OFF
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MSU equestrian team qualifies
to compete at regional show

Any complete pair
of prescription evegl,!..c.
See the difference llornetob.n
Compare our pricek
_SAVE

Debra Knight, Petersburgh, Ind.: MeSixteen members 01 the Murray
State University equestrian team have gan McWhorter. Knoxville. Tenn.:
qualified to compete in the Region 6 Kelly Miller. Essex. Iowa: Becky
show of the Intercollegiate Horse Perry, Barlow: and Beth Uelsmann.
Show Association (IHSA) at More- Benton, Mo., and (hunt seat) Christ%
head State University Saturday and
Ash. Evansville. Ind.: Erin Miller.
Sunday . Apnl 6-7.
Naperville. Ill.: and Sheena Winscit.
Riders from 16 schools in Ken- Paris. Tenn.
tueky . Tennessee. Illinois and MisCoach of the learn is Brien Terry,
soun accumulate points in regularwho is assisted hy hunt seat coach
season shows to earn the right to Tammy McKinney.
participate in the regionals in both
Terry said stock seat qualifiers in
stock seat (western saddle) and hunt
the regionals advance to the national
seat English saddle) events.
!EISA competition at Hollins College
Qualifying in both classifications in Roanoke. Va.. the first Weekend in.
from Murray State are:
May. Hunt seat qualifiers in the
Dena Ayers. St. Charles. Mo.. regionals go to /one competition.
Stephanie Clendenin. Brandenburg. from w here tone qualifiers ad% ancc to
Kim Ciison, Cambridge. Ohio: Amy -the. nationals.
11:11. Ste. Genevieve. Mo.: Brian
Murray State's team v.on regional
Murra%. Melissa Wilson. championships in !9S1. 1983. lgS4
Tenn.: and Andrea - and 19S5 and was runnerup in 19SS
Woods. F%ansville. Ind.
and won national championships in
r)tb,,rs v.ho qualified are:
19s! and 1910 and V.;is runnerup for
scati Ronna GIL Lou
the national Ittle in 19S3 and 19SS.

Summers fajitical
Plaza • Hurray

(nrrimpic

753.7063

Jeff Summer. Liscensed Optokian •Ofter griud thru tpril 30. 1991

CORN AUSTIN
-13
7\

••••

Tree planting scheduled for Arbor Day
donated by the Kentucky
D'%.,:ort of Forestry was planted on
:ne Go‘emors Mansion grounds in
F-ankfort today to celebrate Arbor

Down-MUER
pskimv

1401`1

Wallace G. Wilkinson pro-.: pril 5 as Arbor Day in
-7png
Kentuckians to
_tnis % alued resource in local
rnonies. 'The planting of this tree
s\ rt-iho.ics the efforts by millions of
K,2ntians to protect trees, and to
^rrnote this resource that means so
to the cconorn'y and well-being
- Commonwealth." said John
Denat% Secretary of the
Resi,,,r,..es and EnvIronmerP-iitection Cabinet.
• \76,ir
planting ser‘ es
•.
Kentt.cky's participati
)- 2:C7.: Bush s America the Bea .
'The Natural Resii•:7
t.71‘:•07mental Protect:
rorestr%v.

t.adie$'

1/3-1/2 on
New Spring Groups
New Spring
Shorts and T-Shirts
Large Group

Only...

.177.

10 ea.

KCiltUrAN.

share of the
President has propeak..h !tear nation' .r
'
, program." said
0111m on iesiare being made
- :rtrouct the state's Division
1-1..)is planting prwec:,:
•
Nlavor Huston
• n Beautiful Comm iss . or

"Shop the HICK Down-Under
for everdag great prices!"
Downtown - Murray

bp, GOLD GALLERY
1 1:

of Benton: 1 Block from Wal-Mart l' !'"IF: 5",..1" Gate Shopping Ctr
Specializing in Diamond and Jewelry Saes Repairs
& Designs
We Buy. Sell & Trade Diamonds Silver & Gold
Gift Certificates
Open 9:30 until 5 00 Monday !hrt, Saturday
527-3372

'541 S

.1i•

,-:_::'

1 -: :_ 3;
.

.
...
( I Sc : Gold Nugget I
I•':"-;s =:. itTl. I

1

_

- 1

IS12.

Layaway

FO r

C1. . -person Robert Moore. and Rotarl;:n Len Shirred represented the thousands-of volunteers and local officials
v, ho jolned forces in Kentuck% to
r::17-A out this ambitious program ot
tree planting. The‘ Joined Deput
Se,:rctarv Nichols. Go. Wilkinson's
chef of Staff David McAnetiv: Do7,aid A: Hamm. 'state forester: repfeser,tatives of the garden clubs of
Kentucky: representatives of scout
troops: and participants in the Judicial
Branch s Target Cifeen tree planting.
piai,!,,,„ the 90•
FL% :-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Paid notice
43
44 Article

14 Meadow

15 Goal
16 Lease

45 Part of
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20 Sp

50 Wife of Zeus
51 Lubricate
54 Torrid
55 Doctrine
56 Pedal digit
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59 Finish

21 Martin ID
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Polish professor
to speak locally
on economic reform

Gu.dü S high

Cotton St
Hawaiian
wreath
3 Explosive
device ,
1
2

35 Paintu.
"se Strict
miiirar,

%. Polish professor will speak or
tric sanrect of "Economic Reform in
Po:and.. at 7 p.m., Thursday, Apn I 4.
in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.
Dr_ Aleksandra Walcivikowska.
senior research fellow tn the politi;
economy department of the Centra:
School of Planning and Statists. v.
discuss the recent changes tr. the
economic structure of her co(irti.r.
Dr Dieter Jeclan. associate pries o' foreign languages at Murray
State, said the discussion is also a
foThw -up-to a speech presented hy
Pri - ish speaker in the fall of 1989..1k
: he hopes the diScassion %%ill make
Ln
immunity ay. are of the trials and
irl market economies.
reception w•iii follow Dr. \Vali.iysoAska speech a: D. and
je;t1r,,home, 1304
The e‘ent is sponsored
Internationai
s. • '7711a: EdUCailtr, Cor:;r:
Ait(t.tionai information is u a..
'
1‘
Jedan at t 502:

•OR air

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

argain Basemen
A

• .• c'e•ts

'There he is, Stan! ... On that birch tree, second
branch from the top, and chattering away like crazy! ...
I tell you — first come the squirrels and then
come the squirrel guns."

EVERY DRY LOW PRICES

ov

By GARY LARSON
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10

52
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9 Sudsy brew
10 Legal matter
11 Make lace
17 Conspiracies
19 Note of scale
20 Greek letter
21 Hindu
pundit
22 Italian city
24 Strewed
25 Disturbance
26 Country of
Asia
27 Golfer
Slammin'
Sam
29 Sour
31 Rubber tree
33 Vapor
37 Hostelry
38 Staid
42 Babylonian
deity
45 Nevada city
46 Memorandum
47 Haggard
heroine
48 In what
manner/
49 Consumed
50 Chicken
52 Electrified
particle
53 Conducted
55 Tantalum
symbol

1-900-454-3535
Extension 41702

puzzle.

Over •0C Bargains!
Mothers Day. Father's Day. Even Christmas!
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Diamond Earrings
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Solid Gold Panda
Replica Rings
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Earrings
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"Driveways A Specialty"
-Grading -Excavating
-Patching and Re-Surfacing
Using State Approved Material
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Experienced Personnel To Design
The Best Possible Jobs

For Free Estimates Call
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse announces
summer 1991 season
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MCMA to present
music of Gershwin
at MSU April 11

'Black Comedy'
to be presented
at Paris theatre

Murray's Playhouse in the Park has announced its season lineup for
Summer 1991, and it promises to be quite an exciting season.
Summer 1991 will sec a number of innovations at the Playhouse. For
America's long time love affair
Paris/Henry County Arts Counthe first time in several years, the theater, will present summer Sunday
with the music of George Gershcil's annual dinner theatre will be
matinees. Last year's renovation project added air conditioning and comssin, one of this country's favorite
held Saturday and Sunday, April 12
fortable seating to the auditorium, making inside shows possible. Propcomposers, will be celebrated in
and 13, in the Greystone Hotel.
osed workshops will cover the areas of theatrical design and technical thehigh style at Lovett Auditorium on
Black Comedy, by Peter Shaffer,
ater. And, the community Tater plans to offer a workshop to area senior
the Murray State University camcenters around a poor sculptor,
citizens.
pus at 8 p.m. on Thursday. April
Brindsley Miller and his wealthy
11, as Murray Civic Music AssociIn recent years, it has become a tradition to begin the summer season in
fiancee, Carol Melkett, and the
grand style by opening with a musical production. This year, that honor
ation presents its final offering of
problems that arise when Miller
goes to none other than the classic World War 11 drama, The Sound of the 1990-91 season, "Gershwin by
tries to impress his future father-inMusic."
Request." In addition, a perforlaw, Col. Melkett. The problems
mance will be held earlier that day
Made famous as a movie staring Julie Andrews, The Sound of Music
Benjamin Matthews, Eddye Pierce Young and Leon Bates
will
multiply when the electricity in
present
for
area fifth through eighth grade
was written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II, with Howard
the music of George Gershwin at Loett Audito
rium
on
April
their
apartment goes off and stays
11.
student
s
as
part
of
the "Especially
Lindsay and Russell Crouse. Set in Austria just before and during the
off for the entire night! Hence —
For Youth" concert series.
"Porgy and Bess," and classics like
Nazi invasion, the story line revolves around young Maria and her jourAdmission to the evening perforBlack Comedy.
George Gershwin's music has "Fascinatin' Rhythm," "The
ney of self-discovery as she finds love and discovers her place in the
Man I mance is by NICMA membership
Tickets are S15 each and can be
become
standar
d
reperto
ire for Love," and "Strike up the Band." or MSC student
world.
I.D. Tickets are purchased from the Arts Council
musicians across the country and
Critics across the United States also available by calling
Many songs from the show have become well-known outside the con753-7340 office or calling (901) 642-3955.
around the v.orld, classical, pops, rave about Gershwin by
text of the play. Such classics as My Favorite Things, Climb EVry MounRequest. or they may be purchased at the The office is located
and
jazz
in City Hall
artists
alike.
The Charlotte Observer said
tain, and Sixteen Going on Seventeen are part of the show, as well as the
and will be open Monday through
In the spirit of the celebration, recent performance, "Bates of a door.
tile tune, The Sound of Music.
has the
Full accessibility is provided for Friday from 9 a.m. until 1:30
pianist Leon Bates, soprano Eddye fine interpretive gift
p.m.,
needed to the ''handieapped. Partial funding and on Saturda
The Playhouse production, directed by Pat Clement with musical direcy'.
Pierce Young, and bass Benjamin
March
30
and
make
the composer's fire speak as for this season is made
tor Amanda Sims, is scheduled for three weekends in June. Openin
possible
April 6 from 9 a.m. until noon. The
Matthews present a sparkling prog- it sparkles...Young puts out
g
a thrill- through a grant from the Kentucky' office will be
Thursday, June 13, The Sound of Music runs through Sunday, June
open during the noon
16, ram of the vocal and piano music er of a sound...(and) Nlatthev.s AftS
Council and the Southern Arts hour for these two weeks for your
then again Thursday through Sunday, June 20-23, and finally the followof Gershwin, complete with "Rhap- delivers a verde, stand-a
nd-take
Federation ith assistance from the convenience. Limited seating
ing week Thursday through Sunday. June 27-30. Thursday. Friday
sody in Blue," selections from
is
and
notice sound.
National Endowment for the Arts. 'available, so call early.
Saturday performances are at 8 p.m., with Sunday matinees at 2
p.m.
Ticket prices for The Sound of Music are S7 for adults, S6 'for senior
citizens, and S5 for students and children. The box office opens May 24
for season ticket holders, and May 31 for general admission reservations
WEEKLY
Though its history is short, the their enthusiasm and ambition.
to the show. Holiday Inn of Murray is the show's sponsor. and Benson
He
Louisville, the West Kentucky
„Srrtst ARTS CALENDAR
list of accomplishments of the mentioned that some of
Blackie sponsors the music.
the play- Playwrights' Festival will be preWest Kentucky Playwrights' Festi- wrights involved with the
festival sented on April 19-21 and 26-28 at.
Following the opener, the theater plans to once again produce a Gourval is long.
April 4, 5, 6
have moved from short dramatic
met Dessert Cabaret to celebrate the Fourth of July holiday. Slate of the
Murray's Playhouse in the Park.
In just three years, the festival, a scenes and monologues to one-act
"Blue Collar Blues" — Admiss
Union, directed by Tony Powell, will be performed the wegkend of Saturproject of Murray-Calloway Coun- and longer .works, including full- The festival is co-sponsored by
sion,
8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
day, July 6, and Sunday. July 7. Both shows are at 8 p.Th:, with ticket
Nlurray-Calloway County P144
ty's Playhouse in the Park. has length dramas.
Theatre of Price Doyle Fine Arts
house in the Park and Murray State
prices of S5 for adults, S4 for senior.ucitizens. and S3 for -students
introduced 20 new dramatic works
and
Center.
Executive Director of the KenUniversiiy's College of Fine Arts
children. Gourmet Cabarets are not covered in season ticket prices:
and 13 new playwrights to Ken- tucky Center for the Arts, Marlo
the
April 9 —
and Communication. South Central
box office opens for all reservations on June 21.
tucky' audiences. Moreover. two of Burt was also impressed with the
Concert — NISU Percussion,
Bell and Kentucky Arts Council
In keeping with the summer expectation of back-to-back theater, 1959 the festival plays
free.
have
8 p.m., Annex Recital Hall,
been
festival
pub's
scope
and
impact.
Butt are the business sponsors of the
Pink Thunderbird opens Friday. July 12. Scheduled to perform
lished, and others have been per- made a special trip to Murray Iasi
July
Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
third
annual celebration.
13-14, and Thursday through Sunday. July 18-21, curtain times are again
formed elsewhere in Kentucky and fall to sit in on one. of the playApril 10 —
For
informa
8 p.m. for Thursday, Friday and Saturday shows, with Sunday matinee
tion
iabout perforin the United States.
s at
Concert — New York Sextet,
,srittht group's critique sessions.
mances at the Kentucky Arts Cen2 p.m.
One of the works performed at
addmiss
ion or Murray Civic Music
"1
was
thrilled
to
meet
the
playter
in
Louisville on May' 31 and
1959 Fink Thunderbird is actually a pair of one-act plays, Lone Star
the first festival v.as broadcast as a wrights." Burt said. "Their enthuAssocia
tion
membership, 8 p.m..
June 1, call 1-800-283-7777. Calland Laundry -& Bourbon. The collection is written by James McClure. and
radio drama. and was also recently' siasm and their creativity were
Tilghm
an
High
School, Paducah.
ers in Louisville can dial 584-7777.
Lone Star had its world premiere at the Actors' Theatre of Louisville.
videotaped for a public television refreshing."
April 11 —
For
additio
nal
Laundry & Bourbon completed the set when they were presented togethe
information about
project.
r
Concert — "Gershwin By
Burt'also remarked that the con- the festival itself and I-.N
in New Jewy in 1980. The Playhouse production of Lone Star is directe
prO perforPlaywri
ghts
have
Request," admission or Murray
received reg- cept of the playwright's group. was mar.,:es in
d
Murray. contact the
by Kyle Mills. and Laundry & Bourbon is directed by Gaye Brewer
Civic Music Association member. ional and statewide recognition and unique. "This is a native Kentucky
at (502). 759- 1 -:•; 2.
Ticket praices for 1959 Pink Tunkderbird are S6 for adult, S5 for
various aa'ai7fs for their work, activity of the highest quality. The
ship, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
senior citizens, and S4 for students and children. Season ticket holders
including playwrighting grants s:ate should be proud.'
may make reservations beginning June 21. with the general admission box
from the Kentucky Arts Council
As a result of Burt's visit, three
MYERS
office open on June 28. Ryan Milk Co. and WSJP-W'BLN underwrite the
v
and Kentucky Foundation for of the festival plays will be perproduction.
Women.
lormed at Louisville's Kentucky
A
-3.
Ay
di
r
ffi
i
.i&
Bcky Reynolds, drarnaturg and Center for the Arts on May 31 and
The last weekend in July will see another innovation at
.44
0
4
dia
the Plahouse.
artistic director of the festival. June 1.
Due to the abundance of talented youth in the region,
the theater plans
recently remarked that the success
to showcase its younger members in a second Gourmet
"This is exactly' the kind of crea*AAI
Dessert Cabaret,
of the festival has created new tive project we're in business for,"
Summer Showboat on Friday through Sunday, July' 26-28.
Performers in
challenges each year.
the show, which is directed by Constance Nlandrell with musical
Burt said. "We're proud to be assodirection
"There have been growing pains, ciated with the festival."
by Amanda Sims, will be in grades 1-12 in the fall. The box
office opens
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450-,thru 4/91
along the way,". Reynolds said.
July 21.
Though headquartered in Mur111
"but
it
feels
great
Open Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat 8-12
know
to
Visa-MC•Oiscover
that we ray. the West Kentucky PlayTo wrap up the summer season, the Playhouse will present The
Effect
have
created
a
'progra
m
that's
a
wrights
'
Festival is truly a regional
of Gamma Rays on Man-in -the-Moon Marigolds. A play whose
title is
model for communities all over the effort. Paducah's_ Market
sure to be recognized, Paul Zindel's Pulitzer Prize winning drama
House
of the
country."
Theatre and Mayfield's Purchase
trials and tribulations of life will touch all audience members, and leave
i
ftc
Led by Reynold. a West . Ken- Players are directing "The
$1288 u*
4?
them v.ith much food for thought.
Death
tucky'
playwri
ght
origina
lly from and Resurrection of James Robert
Mailbox
The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man -in-the-Moon Marigolds perform
s
Mayfield, the' festival encourages Figgers" by Robert Valenti
Friday, Aug. 2, and Saturday, Atrg. 3 at 8 p.m., and Sunday. Aug.
Posts
ne
and
Jumbo
4 at 2
IU
aspiring playwrights to hear their "The Statue"
p.m. Performances the following weekend are Thurday through
Pre-cut treated pine is
byJason
Woods.
7 8' Landscape $288
Saturday,
works read and critiqued, and to
ready to assemble
Aug.i,8-10, at 8 p.m., and again a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. Ticket
Student directors from Murray.
prices
see
Sturdy 31'2' x 31/2' x
their
plays
in
full
product
Timber
ion.
are S6 for adults. S5 for senior citizens, and 54 for students and childre
State University's drama depart8O
n.
*ck•
Meeting on a bi-weekly basis, ment will present Tracy
..
Season ticket holders may make reservations beginning July 12
Pervine's
and the
the
group
provide
s
the
opportu
nity "Out of Tune," and Dan Fitzstebox office opens for general admission tickets on July 19. Treas Lumber
for writers to network, explore phens' "Kidney Punch.
sponsors the show.
"
publishing opportunities and sup?)).
Murray-Calloway County's PlayTheater workshops in technical theater and design for youngsters will
port each other. T1)eir backgrounds house in the Park will cast, produc
be taught by guest artist Jerry Abbitt. While he was in Murray last
e
fall,
vary from attorn4s and accoun- and direct three of this
Abbitt designed the set for the Playhouse's Old West presentation
years
Colony s best
of
tants, to students and housewives. works: "Die Like a Dog in
Shakespeare's The. Taming of the Shrew. This summer's workshops
5 year flat
the
4'x8'
will
The youngest playwright was 12, Middle of the Road.- by Rebecc
house paint
focus on elements-of set design, construction, and painting techniq
a
•
ues. It
Treat
ed
70
and the oldest a grandfather.
one-coat
Reynolds; "The Pain of Roast
will address the fundamentals of theatrical lighting design. as well
as elecoverag
e
Accord
ing
Latti
'
to Michael Bigelow Pork." by Constance Alexander:
ce
ments of sound design. The workshop will culminate in the design
White only '
and
Dixon, literary' manager of Actors and "Patients" by' Jim Carpenter.
construction of July's Summer Showboat cabaret.
Theatre of Louisville and festival
Besides the performances in
Abbitt and Constance Mandriell will also teach a workshop for area
MYERS
dramaturg for the past three years,
MYERS
senior citizens who are interested in theater. Touching some of the
same
the
work
of
the
playwri
ghts
and the
topics as the youth classes, these sessions will also cover the fundam
enfestival is impressive.
tals of stage movement. Participants will work on the theater's production
"What they've done in West
of The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds.
Kentuc
ky," Dixon said, "rivals
Enrollment in all workshops is limited, and pre-registration is encoursimilar activities at professional
aged. A fee of S25 will be charged, and need-based scholarships are availtheaters. I am particularly excited
able. Workshops are sponsored by Mr. Gatti's, Jim and Libby' Hart, Rickby the ways the playwrights have
ey A. Lamkin. and Hart Ophthalmology.
experimented with style. They arc
Auditions will be held for all three mainstage and both cabaret shows
taking risks and not writing formuof the summer season on Tuesday and Wednesday. April 23 and 24.
The
la plays."/
Sound of Music has roles for 10 women, four girls ages 7-16, seven
men.
Dixon also remarked that the
and two boy's ages 11 and 14. There are also roles for extras. Auditio
ners
playwr
ights arc noteworthy for
for The Sound of Music are encouraged, but not required, to bring prepared music for singing auditions. An accompanist and tape player will be
provided.
1959 Pink Thunderbird requires three men for Lone Star and three
amen for Laundry & Bourbon. The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in
the-Moon Marigolds has roles for two w when and three high-school-age
girls.
When you have a faThe audition schedule calls for youngsters ages 6-17 to audition 6-7
cility
as good as ours,
p.m. each evening for The Sound of Music and Summer Showboat. Audiyou let it speak focittions for adults and teenagers for the remaining roles will take place 7-9
self.
p.m. each evening.
Perusal scripts are available at the theater. To enroll in a workshop,
or
/1,.••• of Murray's Finest Radars
'SPECIAL
for more information on any event, phone the Playhouse box office at
(502) 759-1752.
Seasoning arid
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Life
Health
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Kentuckians continue to benefit from Earth Day
observe Earth Day 1991 on April 22,
the time has come to put what's been
learned into action.
Just Do It!, the theme for Kentucky's Earth Day celebration this year.
encourages all Kentuckians to find a
personal way to protect the environ-

ment and do it.
"This year the focus is on energy
conservation," said local Earth Day
coordinator Dr. Ruth _I acquot. Murray
State University. "Since 1973, Amen cans have talked about energy conseration with each new 'oil crisis.' This

Am,
Calf Today
WOO...a., Professional
Real Estate
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•
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Display at

Body Elite
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

MLS
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•n class-oorns and by youth group..
or. cbc•gy topics.
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Flemin — Benton & Paducah * * * lelle -Wi

Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT I get a alit of sore

temporary relief of symptoms by sinus drainage However, the sprays
should not be used for more than a
week because of "rebound" With
chronic use, they actually exacerbate
nasal stuffiness
In my experience, surgery for a deviated septum is almost always successful Of course, in your case. I can't
guarantee it will cure your sort
throats However, if an otolarvngologist has advised you to have the operation. I advise you to go for it. at the
very least. you'll have fewer nasal
symptoms and should be able to
breathe better
DEAR DR GOTT Would you
please advise what symptoms of a
prostate problem would warrant a
checkup by a doctor'
DEAR READER Any urinary
symptoms in a male are a reason for a
back of the throat ipostnasal drip) to
prostate examination These include
cause discomfort
urinary frequency, dribbling, burning.
Medicines such as nose sprays to
hesitancy, discomfort and inability to
reduce nasal congestion will offer
void In addition, blood in the urine or
semen should be investigated Painful
ejaculation can be caused by prostate
problems
T
basic
sic prostate examination is
simple. safe
and
inexpensive
Through the rectum, the doctor palpates the gland and checks for enlargement. consistency and tenderness Of particular importance is
whether the prostate feels symmetrical and smooth, an asymmetry or
nodular quality may reflect the presence of infection or tumors A routine
urinalysis should also be performed
If, on examination, the doctor discovers something out of the ordinary.
further tests will define the problem
These tests are usually performed under tile jurisdictihn of a urologist and
may include a blood test for prostatic
antigen or enzymes, both of which
may indicate a tumorc a urine culture
, for infect ion a prostatic ultrasound
Ito anal% i.e the composition of nodules) and a needle biopsy to obtain
tissue samples for analysis)
To givc veis mere information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "The Prostate Gland" Other
readers who would like a copy should
send Si 25'with their names and addresses to PO Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title

throats Recently it was discovered I
talk'
have a badly deviated nasal septum
Americans waste a lot of enerp
I'm
considering surgery Is the sucManv drive cars that are not fuel
cess
good. or should I use the alefficient We could save millions of ternatrate
ive, which is a nasal spray'
gallon; of gas each day by driving at
DEAR READER The nasal septum
lower speeds and hv carpooling. Tak- is a thin plate of cartilate that separates the nostrils Ordinarily, the seping shorter showers and turning off
unneeded lights save energy. Using a tum is situated more or less in the
microw ay e oven or a pressure cooker midline, however, in some people. it
may be pushed to one side or the othsdVt:N encrp. Sealing air leaks
around er This can be present from birth or
doors and w ndow saves energy. may result from injury to
the nose A
For more information on how You
deviated septum can interfere with
breathing
sour local organliation can mark
More commonly, it may (during peEarth Da v 1991 in Callow as Counts.
riods
of nasal congestioni partially
,iontact Dr lacquot. She can provide
obstru the opening of the maxillary
with '-acts about efficient home (cheek)ctsinuse
s, leading to chronic siheating systems, instructions or,. nus infection Drainage from such
an
.e.atheri/ing sour home. energy infection will often leak down the
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Earth Day we need to do more than

DR
. GOTT
by Peter
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Now
Benton

2,
a•C

Occasional Tables

---*-- $197

1
2

- . v'alues up lo $129 95

:•

4l

*
*
.L.
0

L,
z

-0

Odd Headboards

Curio Cabinets

As Low Ais

:•-, :,?. AS

$5

Odd Chest
As Low As

As Low As
each pc.
Sets Only

$68

Odd Dining Room
Chairs

Odd Occasional
Chairs

Arrangements and
Accessories

As Low As

**60`)/0 OFF

$1 984 pc.
Benton

$98

a
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shopping
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Retail Value $899.95

488 Paducah
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PEANUTS

(12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau
* * * Flemin(

2"9a;

- Read the
want ads daily

I

Broyhill Floral Cotton
Chair

Table 8 5 Cnairs (caster).
2 Leaves
Retail value $12119.95

Nov, $18

ton

$7each

Broyhill Game Set

Comforte

HEY MANi
PROBLEM
RODEN BA

•

(A+ Superior Rated)
Benton & Paducah

A

A

A

KI'lic

W.
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A
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includes instruction involving listening. vocal development, movement,
erNemble work, playing instruments.
'car training and musical games.

Division of Ke
Y.

".71. 51514

Ann

12'171

,Ire program for the younger children involves weekly classes to encourage a child's musical instincts and
to develop rudimentary musical skills
while the program for older children

a

—•
3
too

Shades

$399.00

rs
Retail value $129.
95

Below Regular
Dealer Cost

*50% OFF

l.0

Odd Lamp

As Low As

Oak

Scratch Si Dent
Appliances

up to

12()7oirr),Antrit'

IT

$118

Seat's

Table

Now $99

Patio Furniture

-yesser, Mirror. Chest and
Headboard

•

*

Now $48

$98

Paducah

Bedroom Suites

•

7'

'Hetet to $299.95

$198

$788

'Retail value $599.95

.

$24

Odd Might Stands

June s1cK
•
rd
:
.KY
Box 4
2
(
Lord. KY
,tratris, A
I). 1 L I
S sth Stye.

M.. liarriss. director of Kindermusik at UT-Martin. conducLs Kindercah
* musils teacher training workshops
throughout the U.S. She is scheduled
Broyhill Sofa, Chair,
Sams
onit
e
to conduct workshops this summer in
Gam
e
Set
Swiv
*
el
Rockers
Ottoman
Tat-Ae & 4 Chairs
Seattle. Dal:as. Minneapolis and Yp'Retail Value $299 95
Contemporary Styling
X
silanti.
'Retail Value $1499.95
0
A pianist and flutist, she earned the
As Low As
B.M.E
.. M.M. and Ed.S. degrees at
3 pc. Paducah
Paducah
Vanderbilt University and the Ph.D.
i
at the Universitv of Michigan.
Broyhill Dining Room Sofas and Love

$199 ;

$48

$14 each

• Select Group of Fldwer
•
.

'As Low As

American Sleep
Mattress & Box
Springs

.

-

$38 each

Pad
u

Odd Lamps

1/2 Price
PLUS an additional 10%

Paducah

'Retail Value $349 95

$33

Sealy Mattress and
Box Springs

'Reta it Value $129.95

Kelley-Wiqgins, Benton

Daybed %Ai/Mattress

'Retail Vaiue $299 95
As Low As

Your Choice
Rea Value $699 95

Broyhill Caneback
Dining Chairs

Used Sofas $15
Used Chairs $8

Queen $ize Complete
Meta!! Value $999.95

'Retail Vai.ie $149 95

4(
C

3

Listed are just a few of the storewide savings you'll find
. Now even greater markdowns.
Tradi;ional Styling
'RE,-*Bz1 Value $899 00

7:1'\
1h
11n;s, of
K

Dr. Elaine Harriss of the University
of Tennessee at Martin will present a
workshop on -Kindermusik." which
focuses on music education for children from 18 months to 6 years of age,
at Murray State University on Saturday-, April 6.
Scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.. in the
Choir Room of the Doyle Fine ,Arts
Center, the workshop sponsored by
he Murray State student chapter of
„be Kentucky Music Teachers Association is open to the public at no
Lnarge
.11er presentation will cover programs for two different age levels —
'Kinderrr.usik Beginnings.' for children from 18 months through 3 years
and -Kindermusik for the Young
Cbilif for those from 4 to 6 years of

Your Shopping Center
of the South. Meie
Saving Money Is
Always In Fashion.

**75%off

All claim

e‘tate‘sho
the fiduLl

'Kindermusik'
presented at MSU
for children under 6

L SAVINGS UP TO

SBroyhill Sofa

duT
ciae
h!
rt..fR°

3
3.

NOTICE! Since the weather turned off so cold & snowy, Flem
ing Furniture just couldn't get
sold. We need Id sell out everything not included
in our new spring line-up. Now there are even greaterenough
markdowns.
PUBLIC

CREDIT
TERMS
• AVAILABLE

MY

* Remit! — Benton& Paducah
***

WARENKISESHOWROOM
toPARKINfiLOT
"Liquidation Sale"
ALL OLD SUCK MUST GO!

OMB

Murra
for a
structL
ray. K1
the Put
vices 1
Kentu(
All Hi
1991
Depart

noose :

Thousands of Kentuckians have
apccome more aware of their environment and what they must do to help
nreserve and protect it since Earth
Day 1990 It's been a year of organizai on and education.
v • Calloway countians prepare to

3npod
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Legal
Notice

a deSuecan't
sort
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Legal
Notice

ray. Kentucky. Bid forms are available in
the Purchasing Department, General Ser-

)ri IS
sive
palenidere IS
etrty or
iresArne
ied
• chsiary.
dem
d unand
tatic
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Iture
ound
nodMain
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?alth
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'say
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iildage,
tur-
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020
Notice

IA60
Notice
•BONUS INCOME -91"
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J s cards
and gifts P 0 Box 430780
South Miami FL 33143

Dear Reader,

1.1. (.51. NOTICI-.

A periodic settlement ot
accounts has been filed in
All Bids must be received by April 15, the Calloway District
1991 By 2:00 p.m. in the Purchasing Court by Ronal Jones, ad
nutu+trator. iii he estate it
I kpartment.
Lowell H
Jones, deceased Exceptions to this
NOTICE TO
LEGAL NOTICE
settlement must be filed in
CREDITORS
A final settlement of the Callow
The following estalp fiay District
duciarv. appointments accounts has been filed in Court on or before 9:00
have been made in the the Calloway District ant April 15th. 1991. the
Court by Walter Daniel date of
Calloway District Court.
hearing.
All claims against these Farris, executor, of the
Ann P. Wilson,
estates should he filed with estate of Ada Davidson
Circuit Court Clerk
Farris.
deceased. Excepthe fiduciary within six
020
months of date of qualifi- lions to this settlement
must be filed in the Callo,atom,
way District Court on or
Notice
Mary Kathryn McKeel,
before 9:00 a.m. April
110 S 10th Street. Mur15th, 19 1.
the date of
ray, KY 12071 Deceased,
Wet T-Shirt
hearing.
June McKeel Cole. Route
Ann P. Wilson,
Contest
el Box 208E. New Con Circuit Court Clerk
Fri. April 5th
rd, KY 12076 AdminiMasi wear white shin
LEGAL NOTICE
irjr.ris Appt. 01-20-91.
A periodic settlement of
Di'. id L Harrington, 101
Starts at 10 paina
accounts has been filed in
S Sal Street. Murray. KY
1st prite 550
the Calloway District
t2 71 Attorney.
2nd pnie $25
Corry one Winchester, Court by William R. Kop3rd pnie 515
Broad St., Murray. perud, Executor, of the
S5 Cover Charge
estate
of Alvin H. KopKY 42071 Deceased,
Sandy's State Line
1.my Ann Forrest, Route perud. deceased. Exceptwos
to
this settlement
tr; v 1242, Murray., KY
Hwy 119
12i171 Executrix Appt. must be filed in the CalloBucha
nan, Tn.
20
Sid Easley. 204 way District Court on or
S., 1,th St Murray, KY before 9.00 a.m. April LANDSCAPING timbers
1 5th. 1991. the date of $2 87 Cash & Carry Treas
12i i7 I Attorney.
Lumber
11.1/c1 Ellis Hart, Herit- hearing
Ann P. Wilson,
Manor Healthcare
MAT HIS
Circuit Court Clerk
Maficld. K
TRANSMISSION
•
Sallie Jane ValenLEGAL NOTICE
Specializing
in
s02 Greenbriar.
front wheel drive.
An informal final settle
overdrive. foreign
KY 42071 Ex- merit ot accounts has been
& domestic. 12
.. Appt. 03 2091,riled in the ('allow ay Dismonths or 12xxx
iH
P0.Box 1S7, Thai Court by Geneva
mile warranty.
KY 42071 Atter Whitlow Pace, executrix.
624 N. 4th
the estate of Orval
Murray, Ky.
nn P Wilson. Whitlow, deceased. Ex753-6374
:it Court Clerk ceptions to this settlement

1 CO
Help
Wanted

oust be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m. April
15th. 1991, the date of
hearing
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

vices Building, Chestnut Street, Murray,
Kentucky or by calling (502)762-4090.

nary
for a
•lude
ning,
ty to
rie or
inful
state

020

Nodes

Murray State University is 4epting bid
for a "Move' or "Demolish" project of a
structure located at 1405 Hughes, Mull-

you
of a
nt a

84`'
....r•T
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THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1991

•

Would you like your
water to he:

Happy 19th
Birthday Chris

COVENANT Transport
Hiring tractor trailer drivers
1 yr 0 T R experience
single 19-22 cents East
coast pay incentive pay,
benefits package Age 23,
teams 27-29 cents
1 800 458 1344

Odorless, colorless,
and safe!

Love,
Mom & Dad
Granddaddy & Nanny
Poppy & Mammy

A wonderful family experience Australian, European Scandinavian. Japanese high school exchange students arriving in
August Become a host
family American Intercultural Student Exchange
Call 1 800-SIBLING

Water the way it used
to be. Call for an appointment.

DRIVERS come for the
money, stay for the stability J B Hunt one of
America's largest and most
successful transportation
companies pays its drivers
some of the best salaries in
the business We pay for
your OTR experience-up to
$ 28 per mile Call
1-800-643-3331 today
EOE Subject to drug
screen

Sincerely,
Paul Dailey

200

Anieles

Oporto
Equipment

Foe Saki

FULL or part time kitchen
help Must be 21 Apply in
person
or
call
901 247 5798
PREP cook lady is wanted
Job pays $4.50 per hour
Please apply in person at
Majestic Royale Holiday Inn
TELE MARKETERS
needed no experience
necessary Management
positions available Call
753-2028
VAN driver Mon Fri 6hrs
Benefits Must be age 55 or
over 753-0929

3% TOWER Computer
25MHZ,80meg hard drive
EGA color monitor, 1 2 meg
57i "drive, has software on
hard drive $199
5
354-6600

8/M,

.

:
1 ar Gulf
'Ports
(enter

% hp HEAVY duty deep
well let pump $100
753-3648

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

ALUM frame glass sliding
patio doors $75 753-3648

Lighted
Drwino Range

COMPLETE computer system with hard dove and 5 5
diskette drive CBGA color
monitor, printer, programs.
computer desk and chair
$1700 489-2964

Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro

WANTED bookkeeper
with experience in manual GRADU
ATION strapless
AR. Alp payroll and gen- black
753-6227
gown with white ruferal ledger Part-time, 3 fles
size 3, $50 Chinon
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
days/week 'References movie
camera and protecrequested 759-1028 after tor
Velvet Jones
8mm film, $100
BIDS for mowing for the
5pm
753-11
52
753-32
48
(h.('
400
l'Atrd Plant. I heapFriendship Cemetery will
MURRAY. KY
WANTED construction la- KIRBY
•Imp.sii.ns .4 .01.0a nias
be read on Sat , April 6, at
Vacuum Cleaners
borers No experience sales
•••t!..111.1,
lpm
753-5850 for
and service Call
necess
ary
We
will
train
information
Jerry Adams, Mayfield
Dixieland Shoppinv,
Must be willing to work out
••
days 247-4704, nights
(Ir. Sideman.
COUNTRY Jeans New
town
of
Please
mail
inquir- 247-6663
GET PAID for taking easy
Hours Thurs-En 12-5; Sat
es
to PO Box 1404 Mursnapsh
10-4 Hwy 94E 5 miles Spe- LUZIER Cosmetics Free $9000ots, No experience ray.Ky 42071
MARTIN houses 6 room LIFECYCLE exercise bicy0 per 100 Call
Skin Care Evaluations
cial Purchase Guess Jeans
$26
99,12 room $39 99, 18 cle $1000 753-1292
1 - 9 0 0 - 2 3 0 - 3 6 3 6 WANT to hire owner of
(womout look) Reg. $60, Complete Line of Facial
room
$57.99, 24 room gam-5pm
($0 99imin) or Write
Rear-Tine Tiller to Rob- Till
Now S30. Brand name jeans, and Body Products Con- PASE$69
99
Telescoping pole
240
irs. misses and vk omen's plus tact Kim Parker, Beauty colnwa187X, 161 S Lin- my 50x40 foot garden extends to 15ft $34 99
y, N Aurora. IL 436-2851
Analyst 759-4174
sixes. Mens Jeans brand, JorWallen Hardware Down60542
Miscellaneous
dache, Lee, LaGear and Levis
WENDY'S now hiring for town Paris Open all day
HIGH EARNINGS National daytime positions Must be Saturdays
Large selection tops, jeans
AGREE Carports 12x21
and other items on sale. Check
Wholesale Jewelry Co
Reg $1295 on sale for
available to work between
MILLIONAIRES MIL. $995 20x21
our prices. 759-1062.
Seeks rep for local area
reg $1795 on
hours of 7am-4pm includ- LION
AIRES PANG. sale for $1295
No direct sales Whls only. ing weekends Apply in perCall MayBURN'S CANDY IS BACK field
40-80K per year
Lease For Less at
247-7831
son Mon-Sat. 2-5pm 1111 IN
MURR
AY.
Dark
Charlie
's
air-cured,
713-782 9868
DWAIN TAYLOR
Chestnut St Murray
ARISTOCRAT & Bradford
Safe-T Pharmacy
CHEVROLET
dark
fire
-cure
HOUS
d
Flowering Pear Trees
E
Uoyd
of
is a party
1991 Silverado Pickup,
ORDER the spa designed
040
plan selling home decor
Ginkgo & others Call Potts
loaded $109474 $305.91 mo
or burley base.
for you Murray Hot Tubs
Situation
items We need area super& Associates after 5pm
Call Gene at 753-2617
115
S
13th
St
Wanted
visors for the all new progPlease Call
489-2756
*Plus Tax, Title 8 License
ram Free training & kit
48 Mo. Closed End Lease
SIZE 7/8 brand new Alfred CAR
LAWN
S
mowed
Quality
trailer
492-8566
$500
New raises for 1991 sea- work for lowest possibl D Angelo formal wedding
e
436-2753
son
If
interested call price
dress Has sheered ruffled
after 5 p.m.
References
1-800-264'-2166
sleeves and train - GARDEN tillers Rear-tine
753 6986
Troy-Bill Tillers at low, di759-9931
I have lost 40 pounds in ten MAG'S Errand
Service ofrect from the factory prices
TREAS Lumber now has weeks, Need 10 overSUNTA
N booth 753-3488
fers housesitting. grocery
For free catalog with prices,
chain link fencing Come in weight individuals
to lose shopping. postal and bankspecial
Savings Now in EfTILLE
RS
and see Walt for details
Front
Tine
5hp
weight and launch local in- ing needs.
etc. 753-9630 Briggs and Stratton
fect and Model Guide Call
engine
troduct
ion
of
revolut
ionary
Mon-Fr
i 8-5 References
Call 753-1916
chain drive $299 99, rear toll-free 1-800-535-7900
program
C.CAROLYN'S3 631 9209 Karry (602) WILL babysit in East
tine tillers 3 forward speeds Dept 4
and reverse, Shp $649 99,
area Have references
CORNER
GATLINBURG SummitMALE -Female who is ap- 759-96
8hp $749 99 Wallen Hard68
Breathtaking mountain top
proximate Jr Accountant
Colle
.0c.0 5
ctibl
ware
e
NEVER
Dolls
Downt
,
own
Paris
4140IC YOu KNOW
views of mountains Fire5-.5 HESS -.ESE) BETTER,
WILL
7•-EAs
level
TELL_
do
Tmere,
E
house
in
their
cleani
or
ng
knowle
Giftw
dge
Open
are,
all day Saturdays
ANYONE w140O
Silk
DaYS,
Eic-cTLe •v•t-T I "r0t2
, ,/
place balcony, kitchen InMust have good back- sit with elderly Cali after
,
TO
Flowers, Lamp
door
pool, Jacuzzis HoneyWATE
R
heater
7pm
s
ground
( SETrEta
round
753-10
,
work
16
,
habits; and
•••• .."'••
•t.
Shades.
electric double heating ele- moon specials' Free browilling to grow Willi:* reI
'4;
WILL
mow lawns and do ments. Syr glass lined chure 1-800-242-4853
The QBly flare in
sponsible for all forms of
other lawn work 436 2528 tanks, 30 or
(205) 988-5139
Town for I.Qp Ougjay
40gal
basic bookkeeping to ins
44
,0
4
:•rt ,
Used Furniture
clude Fuel tax reporting WILL wash and wax mobile $14999, 50gal $15999
IBM Compatible EGA mo/
Next door to
with various states Re- homes
Call Starks Wallen Hardware Down- nitor 20m hd 360K floppy
McDonald's
spond in confidence to PO Brothers Mobile Home town Pans Open all day internal modem, Okidat
f‘f
a
Saturdays
Box 1040D Murray, Ky. Parts and Supplies
printer, $600 OBO Call
753-9234
42071
753-2922, 753-2753
Ken Zabel 753-0764
155
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
011,
100
MULTI-VISION Cable TV
CALVIN and HOBBES
1cu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Applian
Busines
ces
s
has a position for a comBlack rock 50Ib bag $1 50
Opportu
nity
mission direct sales per71-1 g'sTiE
5ft 8in Fngidaire refrigera
ea We also have sanitized
CAL‘iltk, Thiws A
1 'AAA TO VIRkTI.
son We offer estimated
CAAPTIR
tor self-defrost Excellen
UuNDRED MCC& PAGES
play sand 50Ib bag only
Available Thru Age M.
S PAPER oN it
income
ONE vit
of
20K
plus,
great
condition $100 Negotiable $2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
AND A UkT
Local sandwich & yoTr_,s,toctRA*1
work
14..RE
atmosp
here, career
Our most comprehen
753-9636
4..AD AVNER CVAPTR
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
gurt business. Exc.
opportunities, and bonTOMOR12,0v4
sive policy pays for
Coast Hardware 753-8604
busine
opport
ss
unity.
USED
dryer
436-56
51
uses You must have good
Skilled, Intermediate or
LAWN chairs of unusual
communication skills. solid
Custodial Care With
wooden design Also snake
work ethics and strong
Medicare's new guidebone earrings 759-4401 to
closing ability Send relines for confinement,
order
sume to Multi-Vision Cable
Nursing Home Incur
TV PO Box 741 Benton, Ky
PAN-O-MATIC Tappan Vertical patio door blinds MOWER blades Over 400
ance is more important
42025 EEO M'F
range never used, large fits 6tt. doors, light blue, sizes in stock Snapper 30"
than ever. For free inforNATIONAL company size dehumidifier used new Still in box. Paid $70, blade. $699. Snapper
mation
drive disc $4 49: Snapper
seeks operating partner 1 mo, Magnavox console now $50 354-6600.
call:
68' belt $5.99 Wallin Hardhandling, Frito-Lay, Na- stereo radio 753-3456 or CREA
M floral overstuffed ware
CATHY
Downtown Paris, Tn
bisco products in estab- 753-1150
sofa Excellent condition
lished
accoun
+
ts
11
0E WOMEN Of TVS Partner HOME based business 759-1893
'4ES!
GEN Tin* 40U Ceti &VI THE
PATIO
stones 2'x8-x16"
IGNORE In MINIS FOR ONE -1 WERE
THE CONCEPT OF I
COUNTRY REJECTED
needs cash of $9.000 Av- European skin care
TA,DA;1 MIS, WE TAKE THEM TO OUR
gray or red 69c ea Also
MORE SEASON) 4N0 THERE
No
de"
ehEsTNE
NT
SHOP
ELECT
THE MINI-SKIRT FOR
RIC cook stove, cof- 2"x12'
erage monthly income livery No invento
BACK ROOM AND CMOP ANOTHCR
WILL ONLY SE TWO INCHES OF
MiNisquare or hexagonal
ry $98 to fee
Pao' ib FINALL4
TME LAST TMREE
table, double stack
WIDE
$ 1
THREE INCHES OFF THE HEM!
3 0 0
00
FmBRiC LEFT, tuifiCH WE'LL
$KIRT5.
start
For
informa
patio stones gray or red lust
tion
CATCHte
call
&
ON
vEARS CAN'T 'KV
washer
/dryer
Call
after
TRIM WITH ELASTIC AND STITCH, WALLA .
1-800-654-2419
707-876-1834
$1 69ea We have red
TAKE A MINT
6pm, 354-6225
(MEN
0
UP INTO THE SWIMWEAR LINE f
octagon-square paving
0
SNORTER! 1
IMMED
13
WAVE
IATE
-14
of
OPENthe future EnvirOf YOUR NI614TWRE5!'
Asa
stones for 55c ea and 18"
INGS NEED a job/ A onmental products Income KING waterbed with drawsquare brickfaced patio
Lost
GED/ Hope for the future/ potential unlimited Part ers Washer & dryer. 2
1111:1g,
stones $3 69 Coast to
kitchen
tables
And Found
with
chairs
You may qualify if You do time/full time 759-1565 or
Coast Hardware 753 8604
753-6519
')
LOST male Beagle mix not have yout GED or high 753-6227
r z.:6
:1:
1118
school
diplom
a.
PINE
'You
LIVIN
are
Bark Mulch or Nugdog Wearing collar with
GROOM sofa $350, 2
t,
...-l
t
i ik a
between the ages of 16 & WOLFF Tanning Beds matching Lazyboy rockers gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
-.
wrong phone number
21 We are an E 0 E This New Commercial-Home $75 each 753-5203
ea Top soil 50Ib bag just
Cherry Corner area
0 II.111•
„...••••1
iht
.
,
project is funded by the Units from $199 00
$1 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
753-6069 or 436-5502
% ;
.A- veilligtt I
Lamp
-Lot
s
LIVIN
ions
GROOM
suite EarthWestern Kentucky Private
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
bag only $1 99 ea Also
Accessories Monthly pay- tone Very good condition
Industry Council- J TPA
1gal size Shrubs or
ments
low as $1800 Call 492-8224 after 4pm
T -11.S HAS -V5 -TRE.PiOSTCall JTP A Out Of School
Hap HER IN MV FIRMS
Azalea's are just $2 99 ea
DiCtl 111INK I tOANTe-D A
today free new color cataI FELT THAT
)(CITING NGHT OF Mt/
&FORE-TT-WV EYE/I
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
trinE
SISTER,BUT taoLO
THREE cushion sofa and Coast to Coast Hardware
log
1-800LO1'et IFE,MICHFIEL.
462-91
f3Frii-if..D HER I HEARD
97
THRISHe8 HERE,' ocis418a m -11 30a m
matching chair Country 753-8604
ONCE
AcT011.1..v luAl-cHED my
FtEecRy FOR THE.
EvER
T-"TZ2)Ele
2 WAITRESSES full time. 1
sisTte
style,
cream, rust and navy
vERy FIRSTLorrhour,
NOW
hiring
in
housek
POST-frame buildings
eep140
part time Above average
130g/4
Tifrt
Excellent condition Call 30')(40
HER
ing department Must apply
•x9. erected $5,195,
Want
pay
plus
good tips Call
-)-Nk
435-4290 after 3:30pm
plus freight Other sizes
To Buy
KNCW
478-8095 or apply in per- in person at Shoneys Inn
available Blitz Builders
son at Ky Lake Lodge Re- NOW taking applications ANTIQUES by the
ISS
piece or
1-800-628-1324
staurant Hwy 68 at Aurora, for all shifts at Puryear collections Call
753-9433
Ky
Nursing Home for nursing after 5pm
CHRIS
TOPHER'S COINS
Antiques
assistants Certified train
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
DRIVERS-OTR-Need ex
CASH
for
mobile
OLD
ORIENTAL RUGS (Hazel), Treasure House
home
mg available on site Apply
'
perienced van'Hat drivers
tires $7-$12 each We will Wanted any size or condi- and
at 223 W Chestnut St
Book Rack (Murray)
23 years of age 1 year Puryear, TN
tion Call 1-800-443-7740
Mon Fri remove, 527-2932
Also mail-order service
experience verifiable Mi- 8 4pm
Send for tree price fist and
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
GARFIELD
leage pay plus benefits
'Collection A
'
- 15 different
OTR drivers 12 months for Larry 753-3633
Call 1-800 11114 6648
U S. coins, 'Collections B'
experience 23 years of OLD Winchester
PERHAPS I
rifles,
THEN AGAiN, HE
'EARN EXTRA INCOME' age drug testing
21 different foreign coins.
sf4ouorcr
required
single action Colt pistols,
P0E5n T SUM
Earn
STEAL JON'S
$695
$2004
each, $1295 both
500
weekly
Hornad
y
WANT
INTERESTED IN
Truck Line Start civil war artifacts Guns.
to buy harrow for
FOOD
mailing 1991 Travel bro- 23 26cmile, tarp-va
Post-paid, 2-wk satisfacGETTING IT BACK...
small
tractor
cation
753-43
64
swords
,
etc
Ask
for
•
Larry
chures For more informa- pay, safety bonus
tion guaranteed Free gift
spouse 753-3633
•
tion send a stamped passenger
INTERNATIONAL 490 with every inquiry Christoprogram
(I
.N
011111
. NA2.,
addressed envelope to A-1
pher's Coins, 1605 West
USED and antique furni- 21ft disc, Oft Duglernan
1 -800-648-9664
Travel, P 0
Main. Murray, Kentucky
i •Ir
at t
ture, glass, tools, quilts front blade 435-4263
Box
/i•
42071 We buy coins and
430780-B1 South Miami, TRUCK driver trainees
(104.i
901-642-6290
NEW Holland 7ft. mowerWould you like a rewarding
en 4
FL 33143
appraise estates
4.
condi
tione
r.
Well job that offers great pay USED house trailers and
753-4161.
maintained mechanically.
EXCELLENT INCOME , with one of
dIF
the fastest campers 492-8714
---••••••••••••••••••••••-Extra knife. parts $2500 SIGNATURE loans. AvailEasy work' Assemble growing truckin
g compa
WANT to buy burley pound- firm 436-2556
simple products at home
able to $15,000 High risk
nies in the country/ Poole age 753-12
87
quality loans to $100.000
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
PEANUTS
Truck Line part of the
24 hours
Free guaranteed applica21L
largest truckload transpor
tion rushed Call now (800)
HEY MANA6ER . WE NAVE A
tation
group
in
America,
EXPERIENCED morning
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
669-0075
Firewood
PROBLEM •WE'RE TRYING THE OL'
grill cook is required. lob can provide the necessary
l•liPDEN BALL PLAY A6AIN .
TANNING beds for sale
pays $4.50 per hour or more tractorttrailer training at a
A FIREWOOD for sale
Worn and others New and
based on expenence Apply in facility near you In just 4 10" Craftsman deluxe table 437-4667
person Majestic Royale at the weeks, you can be ready for saw. Like new 753-7369.
used Sale, service and
WOOD for sale 753-9745
your road test and eligible
supplies Financing availHoliday Inn
for employment with Poole, 15ft AC disc harrow, dual
able Suntanning Ur'limited
wheels, excellent condiFULL and part time posi- Classes start soon, and
220
753-9274
tui
bon 492-8425
tions now available at Sub- tion is low, with financi
al aid
TOPSOIL - pickup or an_
way for summer Must be available if you quality Call
Musical
302 MOTOR and auto
deliver 753-0277 or
18 years old Please apply Poole
today
at transmission Good condi- ONE
Dean Budweiser gui- 759-1090 Welch Sand and
in person, Subway 508 N
• 4- 4
1-800-225-5000, ext 414
tion $250 Bean shellers
tar $300 753-4109 after Gravel Hwy 641N Alm°
12th Murray
Dept BG- 23
753-3254
5pm
Ky
NSA Rep.

House Plants

WANTED
TO BUY

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

og-

ildars
mg
of

•

Contact Video Elite
61B-5241388
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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THURSDAY, APRIL

CLASSIFIEDS

2'0

380

Mobilo
Noon For Sok
WOODEN storage build
'rigs 8x16 starts at $1095
1016 $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
!rigs 502 247 7831

Livestock
& Supplies

14x70 1986 BREEZEW
000 2br 2 bath. 2 decks
satellite dish nicely land
Soaped on lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores
436-2672 after 6pm

YAZOO mower's
2
YR-60-RAD 2 cyl Wisc
Engine 1\ YRof48- RAD-2
cyl Wisc Engine, 1 YR 60
with 2 cyl Wise Engine At
like new, please call (502)
227-2760

24t1 PERRY travel trailer
sell-contained skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
callent condition bock patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
2BR 1 bath, newly decor
ated new carpetrwallpaper
throughout Stove. retnger
ator Very nice Reaso
nably priced 753-7203

2i0

Business
Swims
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations Southside Shopping Center Suite *102
Murray. 753-2641

2BR trailer with 14x30 add
on 4 rooms started in back
Setting on 2 lots 110x200
$8000 436-5005
MOBILE home repos for
sale Singles and doubles
Financing available Clean
late model homes Green
Tree Acceptance
6 06 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
o•
1-800-221-8204

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales service,supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1-800-248-4319
WANT a faster refund/
Why pay more for electronic filing? Our pnces
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753_6069 or
759-1425

2n0

Mobile
Homes For Rent
12x65 2br
bath Air
cable city water sharp
$175 mo $100 deposit Nc
pets 753-8663 753-8332

270
Mobile
- Hornet For Sale

2BR 12x4.3 in New Con
cord $85mo 436-2427

1045 MOBILE home Refrigerator, stove air cond
$1000 Great home for the
lake 753-0530

28R trailer for rent Extra
nice No pets $28.5 mo
$285 deposit 753-6633

12x65 HOWARD Johnson
mobile home $1500
489-2208 after 6pm

RENT or rent to ow" 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora Ky
Recreational faci:it•es
available to renters or owners For information call
753-2613

• 99' • 4x5C 2br 1 Oath
WD hookup
-ocated Riviera C:s _z:
389-0141
4x70 2br 2 full baths
Good. condition Furnished
Day 498-89'1 even,ngs
•::•2 e29"

600sq ft BUILDING for
rent on 641N 753-4478 or
753-0178

BURIAL INSURANCE

310
Went
To Rent

MOVING to Murray in July
Clean Christian family
would like 3-4 bedroom
house to rent or lease Excellent references Ability to
pay debts on time without
problem 2 children, 2
adults
Call collect 3 COCKER Spaniecl pup
314-471-7448 early morn- pies Red female not re
ing or nights
gistered
$40
502-382 2369

2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753-2905
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR energy efficient du
oleic New paint, extra
clean Central HiA, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

NOT

to Increase-

A BRAND new brick( duplex 2br ac. gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

Public •
Sale

Bed Orthopedic/Surgical Unit. Registered Nurse with 3-5 years clinical experience and previous management experience required. A baccalaureate degree is
preferred.

Moving Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7-4

NICE brick home quiet
street deposit/lease ,$400
753-3343 Available 4-16
NICE furnished house in
residential area for shared
rental to two responsible
adults $250 ea plus
A utilities each Deposit
and references required
Available June 15
75 3 - 8 1 4 3
or
606-254-6583

,kfurray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quahty healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

REGISTERED NURSES

Emergency Room, Critical Care, Orthopedics, Long Term Care, Obsiètfts,
Surgery. Medical/Surgical.
lLJrt
Time, and PRN positions av\ailable.

I goal I apporturot•
',raptor,

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
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370
Livestock
IS—..
BULLS You need a bull?
can get you one Most al
breeds available Will de
liver 502-885-4948 nights
CALF Crop I want to buy
your country cattle straight
off the farm (No yardage or
commission fee) 2001b
and up will buy entire calf
crop Will pick up stock if
owner w unable to deliver
502-885-4948 nights

•

•

4 la

•

I iller. push mowers to)ls. dryer.
-I V. household
ga1ods, handsaw.
tahlesaw . etc.

••' '•

••••••

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Utterback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753,1222 toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L,
LAKE, BARKLEY - Trigg
County 3br brick central
air, insert basement 19 5
acres pond, orchard, outbuildings Best offer over
565,000 2 miles off Rt 68
at Canton 924-5221
NiCE house on 6 acres
4th St Murray Unlimited
potential $79 500 Terms
759-1922 owner
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144

S a.m.- 12 p.m.
416 N. 5th St.
Cothes_ toys.
t:shin g items.
hcsks. kitchen
items, etc.

TIME share units and
campground member
sh ps -Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U S and Canada
1-800-736-8250/305-7716296 Free rental information 305-771-6331

Moving
Sale
& Sat.
8 a.m.- 4 p.m.
1609
Sycamore

LOT for sae in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months $100
a month for 30 months No
interest. -53-4060 or
474-8826
LOT on Anderson Shores
Eiectric septic tank Paved
road Directly across from
L.ttle Estate 502-247-6379
after 3prr

Antic'ues-t:urios-Colkctibles-Real Estate

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, APRIL, 6, 1991, 10 A.N1.
Mrs. Georgia Harris Estate
Sedalia Rd. (Hwy's 381 1& 94; Lyrinille. K.
Westinghouse Range. Ammana fr•o•,', :rre Fotfrige
rator.
Whirlpool Elec Dryer. May tee A Jt W asher Hotpon
t
chest frmzer. Ant. oak to.ffr.t,
fur', ant oak
chifferibie. aro s.q oak tahle
nail klaa. feet.
:edar jeweler. nolo 2 - 4 p_ A -t
ned r rim suites.
lig.ht stand. ant. walnut drroser
'ors, ant pie
safe witin inserts. 2 Poroel.r.
p ode tahley. China
Larboard, Ant picture frame, razor soap, quits &
quilt
not. Chendle bed spreads. 2 Ant .r .r oed soads.
metal
kitchen cabinet wigla_ss drs . MCLA:
ri.Jnd maple
dining table v./4 chairs. gleso.ares. depressi in
glass,
indecendent carnival, stone tars cookwares dishes.
tupperw arcs, ironwares, tomningv.arts, pyrex. cruits,
etched crystal. pottery, wood IITtiald hos, kerosene
lamp
'wall rack, spool corner what not. Geo Washington
tin
tobacco can, jars, metal stool, small appliances. cutlery
,
microwave stand, 5 & 10 gal milk cans, cream
bucket.
clothes hamper. dryer rack, couch. larnp table, folding
Pied. wall mirror. portable Zenith IV, upholst
ered chairs.
record cabinet. recliners, and tahleo radio. table & floor
larr9s. arm chairs, wall clocks 1.1-' rots heater, 110
V
Window AD Conditioner. Ele•_t Range. carpent
er tool
boxes. stepladder, lawn garden ,nk L.! of Misc items

ACRES with a 20x20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the wa
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
f nance
759 1949
354-8416
1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid $40s 753-1404
753-6128
34 BEDROOM 2A bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753 2223

3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets Genn Air
stove 20x28 family room
with woodstove lots of
built-ins Shutters wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shop
ping Quiet street Reaso
70' x 125 lot with dwelling consisting 'if
3 bedrooms. nably
priced
Cali
kitchen, living room. cold & het water equipp
ed for gas 753-22
06
heat, outside storage building with open front garage,
lots
of shade, ideally located This fine Real Estate will
sell at
12 30 p m. with a 20% deposit and balance with
delivery
of deed or within 30 days A pre Auction inspect
ion is
invited by contacting Mason Barns 901 822-69
62 or
Joanne Schaeffer 502-898 136k Executrix or
New 4 BR home Large
selling
agents
family
room.
LR,
TERMS:Cash or good personalized checks with proper
krtchenidining combinaID and Affidavit on Personal Property Bring your
own
tion. utility room. 3
chair
!
baths lots of closets,
Auction Conducted h%
double garage concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
Rt. #1, Fulton, Ky. 502-472-0886
dishwasher, energy effiCol. Ruhert Ainley, 901-479-3713
cient large wooded kit

REAL ESTATE

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

AINLEY AUCTION &
REALTY SALES,

Auctioneer-Broker-Liquidator
Donnie Jackson, Appr. Auctioneer 376-2582

-Lan wo•

fe. Arai* mewl Senna.• *• de A pr

"air

Ns"

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

yma, Bauramats-

753-0375
19111 \ 12111

4BR 2 bath brick home in
Lynn Grove Includes nice
detached workshop gar
age MLS 2996 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
house partially finished
new septic, central heat
AC. outbuildings
492-8519
COMFORT
Charm
2bedrm lbath, Stucco w
open basement central
H C Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
Evenings
753-3509
EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br, 2 bath redecorated home Located on
VA acre lot Offered at
$46,250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222
HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm 1bath, attached
garage, 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
1/. acres 502-436-2010
WALK to Central shopping
3bedrm, full basement
great neighborhood Upper
$30 s Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
Evenings
753-3509

a
a•

•

.

•

Mobile Home • Partial Estate • Personal Proper
ty
Located on Highway 80 in the Unity Church
Community,
East of Pirates Cove, between Hardin and Aurora,
Kentucky,
in Marshall County, KY Less than One Mile from
Kentucky
Lake, Public Boat Ramps, Air Strip, Golf Courses
, Tennis
Courts, and Manna Real Estate known as
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
the Howard
Johnson
Farm for over 40 years The land has road frontag
subdivision 4br 2 bath
e
on 3 sides and City Water. It will he offered
covered deck 354-6006
in -tracts of 3
Acres to 20 Acres, combination of Tracts and it
its entirety,
470
accepting the highest price. The owner, W E Ilatchet
t, INas
purchased the York Farm and will sell the Johnson
Fad))
Motorcycle*
land will sell at 11 00 a.m.
•• Also Selling !nee Mobile Home front the fork
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
Estate ••
PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONAL PROPERTY TO BE
500 Very good condition
.ANTIQUES •FlitNITLE •TOOLS •MISCELLASEOlS SOW
ITEMS.
Lots of extras 753-5624
'Bicycles, antique glasses, stone chum, oak dresser,
antique
chairs, lots of junk fishing equipment, silver
IT 175 Yamaha $600
coins dollars halves - quarters - dimes also V Nickels
759-1039 after 4pm
, picnic table.
commercial mop & bucket, kerosene heaters,
chain hoist,
YAMAHA 920 Virago, w/
antique single trees, pitcher & bowl set, tricycle
, box of Sock
shield hard bags bars,
caps. masonary saw, 2 skit saws, router, belt
sander, plane,
new tires $1875 753-8115
antique level, viberaung sander, Jig saw,
dnll, stereo
after 5pm
entertainment center, Wagoner and Gnsv.ald Skillet,
wooden
folding chair, plant stand, pipe wrench, money
wrench,
hammers,crow bars, 3-way lug wrench,1en s , antique
oil Len,
sewer tape, watches, fire extinguisher, fishing chairs,
tricycle,
toaster, switch box, oil pan, child s stose, handma
de crafts,
lumpier cables, mop bucket. pipe wrench with 4
handle, fans,
NEW and used tires Key
child s high chair, Junk boxes, led Williams
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
Model 300
Automatic, 12ga Shot Gun with Poly Choke,antique
753-5500
wind-up
Victrola. World Star Multi-Ban Radio, camera,
lure and jig
paint, box of jigs. new assorted boxes of hooks,
fishing line.
siren and Ty lene Carded jigs, remote control
cars, boat knife,
toy trucks, hen in a basket, bedstead; new
rods & reels,
entertainment stand, step ladder, ladder, Wnnger
Washer,
Speed Queen, antique wheel barrow, 2 push
1964 FORD Falcon all origplows, antique
push
mowers
,
new lynde s maid doll, statues, sun glasses
inal, no rust $1550
display rack, timing lights, oval wash tub, come
753-0115
sling,
newspaper log roller, wicker chair, hand tools,
antique shoe
1966 THUNDERBIRD Relast, wooden pulley, table saw, 2 kerosen
e heaters, kerosene
stored to near show condiantique lamps, washboard,lamp, plow,
horse drawn plow•••
tion 428cu in , ps•pb
And Much, Much Moref1,
seats windows, air $9200
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Thu is a cornbutauon of three
443-4621
owner's property a is ideal for

1979 CADILLAC Fleet- I arms We will pay 1% for Real developrner.t. Horse Farms or Mani
Estate Bo-lite:or Realtor for referrals
wood Limo, mint condition
Terms Announced Day of le
28 inches of stretch, new '
,SI 1 r ii\lil i liii Itl
501 commercial service
motor. new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice at $5 200 00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately Will trade for 67, 68,
1411 1 ast 5th ".ti it - Benton. hentus
69 Camaro of equal value
lyt 42025
Call Frankfort (502)
I)
HON
E
5
0
2
)
1
227-8015 after 6pm

HATCHETT REAL
ESTATE and AUCTION

•
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Sat.,April 6th,1991 at 10a.m.at the farm home ofthe late
Mr. Carnal & Mrs. Pauline Boyd in the Oak Grov
e
Baptist Church community.From Hazel, Ky.take Hwy.
893 to Crossland. Follow signs to auction.
Walnut dresser with glove box. walnut high head board bed
-old hi back oak bed 5 drawer bachelor chest.6 nice old spindle back chairs - treadle
sewing machine goose neck rocker - wall telephone - rope leg table - round
top trunk - old bedside
table - straight chairs - old drop leaf table. Seth Thomas weight
clock -whatnot &
what not items- iron bed. small child's rocker, other old rockers
-walnut press nice old picture frames -oval frame bubble glans; - wood beer
box - wood dish towel
rack coffee mill -old side saddle - quilting frames- old chalk
board- nail keg- old
quilts • quilt pieces - bedspreads - blankets - linen Aladdi
n lamp - kerosene
lamps • hand painted vanity lamps • Occupied-Japan piecessome good old glass
& china - Insh pieces - old mug with gold tnm - spoon holder
- stone mixing bowls stone pitchers .other stone pieces - fancy old butter dish
- daisy churn - green oat
meal - sewing basket • cast iron pieces - William Rogers
nickle silver flatware straight razors - pocket knives - washboard- Baby Ben West
clock - wood ironing
board- dinner kettle. dinner bell. dog irons - corn sheller royal
queen wood cook
stove- electric heaters& fans - lantern - feather beds-bow sawcrosscut saw old
Harvest table- stove & ref - auto. washer - chest freezer
- wood heating stove small kitchen appliance., wood rabbit plain .walnut lumber
- horse drawn tools 4 yvheels for old farm wagon - gas tank. 5. rotary cutter
- 2 row J D planter 2
wheel trailer rough .6' cycle mower - rubber tired wagon
- used tin • many other
items not listed
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accide
nts For more
information & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer #1281
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer #2493
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
ao,f
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19871
door, I
looder
759-91
for Tr

527-2044
C.K. Hatchett, Auctioneer
••\

1979 CHEVETTE good
transportation $500
759-9711

•

-

AUCTION

Saturday, April 6, 1991 • 10 a.m.
86 ACRE LAND LIQUIDATION SALE

PRICE Reduced Redecorated Jan 1991 3tx 2 bath
in city Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
evenings
753-3509

.

•
• •

1986 BRONCO II Eddie
Bauer Edition $6750
753-4445

1983 TOYOTA Supra ex
callent condition Blue, 1986 ESCORT, 1984
tinted windows, Toyota Tempo, 1983 New Yorker,
Louvers, American Racing 1982 Cutlass 1981 Grand
Aluminum wheels, leather Prix Financing available
interior, Kenwood stereo, No credit check 492-8884
every option 100,000
1987 GRAND Am Pontiac
miles, aslung $500000 ne2 door, light blue. 4 cylingotiable Phone Frankfort
der, automatic Sunroof,
502-227-8015
stereo/cassette, 1 owner
66,458 miles Well taken
1983 VW Quantum wagon
Air, stereo, excellent condi- care of Top running condition Needs work $700 tion Good gas mileage
Perfect for school girl
OBO 474-0115
$6000 354-8153
1984 CAVALIER good
work car 24mpg $1000
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
489-2208 after 6pm
speed 49.000 miles
1985 FORD Mustang con- $4200
753-8269
vertible, loaded 45xxx
762-3106
miles $5500 753-8778
1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
1985 TOYOTA Cressida 4 equipped Must sell best
door Maroon, many extras
offer 753-5211
Including sunroof and
1989 MERCURY Topaz
leather interior 68,xxx
loaded $7500 1988 Ford
miles $6800 753-5788
Ranger XLT loaded
1986 BLUE Ford Escort $5500 753-7855
wagon PS/PB air tape
1989 NISSAN $4550 1988
deck 61xxx miles $2000
Firebird $5500 1980 Eldor753-0814
ado $2100 492-8884
1986 CHEVROLET CeleCAR
Stereo Installation
brity Euro Sport 4 door
$2750, 1983 Ford pickup 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
300-Soy/finder auto $1650, Music Murray's Alpine Car
1982 Mercury Capri Hatch- Audio Specialist, Dixieland
back $1550, 1980 Mercury Center, 1 block from MSL:
Marquis 4 door $1250. dorms
1979 El Camino $2650, CLEANEST and best main1977 Ford Van 302 auto tained 1984 Trans Am in
$1400, 1973 Ford Galaxy area, adult driven Fully
500 2 door hardtop $550, loaded, t-tops, 66.000
1965 VW Beetle $750 See miles, references available
at 5 Points Auto Used Cars $5500
Will trade
81071 Coldwater Rd or call 753-3704 1601 Loch
753-9181 or 753-8124
Lomond
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(;re 3rd
Right past

2 or 4 bedroom house
753-4109
3BR newly decorated References required No pets
753-3300

MURRAY
CALIMAAY
COIUNTY
liOSPITAL

Iti,ra.a. vac_
B •
-

Hoe

2BR house for rent Newly
remodeled No pets
$285, mo plus deposit
$385 753-6633

o • i,olod y sio-et • Murray Kentuc
ky 42071

400 S. 9th St.
7 a.m.-?

Fri. & Sat.

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNT1'
HOSPITAL

Garage Sale
Sat Only!

\ pril 5 & 6

3 Parts

5 ACRES of country living
with a 3br brick home 2
garden spots outbuildings
pond and fruit trees Of
fered at $66,500 MLS
2974 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

Half bed, linens,
class, tools and
lots more.
Rain or shine.

•-•

•,

John
Deer
lawn
mower. 3 wheeler,
imper. toaster oven,
hodt anchor weights.
'land tools, cloths of all
lots more

102 S. 9th St.

1979 VOLVO 2420L, 4
speed, blue, runs great
436-2174 evenings

7
ACRE
FARM
UTHWEST of MIORRAN
Nearly all cleared with grain
ins, tool shed, great farm
Xwner wants offer 492-8222

8071N. 18th St.
Friday & Saturday
April 5 & 6
8-4

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
6:30 - ?

Used
Cars

how your own property &
vie tboasaaells. We bet
au sell Check with as when
Haag your real estate 753375 HoneSelleni Realty.

rains

Yard Sale

S •St•-.
ltr
S-.0re Re
:0 .1re
irc
.or
t.753,9422

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

Yard Sale

510 Broad Street

4 Party

Frida & Saturda
a.m.-?

Peg's Dog Grooming
753-2915

Pubis
Salo

Children's clothes,
crib, curtains, dishes. & misc items
everything cheap

490
Homo
For Solo

.110

Friday'
7 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Cancelled if it

140

Polo
& &swiss

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable/white 354-8211

YARD SALE

4-PARTN
n Moing &
lard Sale
&•Il

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldaie Apts
Hardin
Ky
or ca
502-437-4113 EHO

33

A.-

HAVE an. cbed • '
mannered safe ot...o
train classes or we
Professional sert,fied Oa ers serving ft'urtay for over
12 years 436-2858

/10

TAKING applications for
3br duplex 2 full baths
references and deposit required $395.rno. 753-9400
or 435-42 1 4

CLINICAL MANAGER

•

HAPPY Jack Mange Lotion Promotes healing and
nar growth to any mange or
hot spot on dogs & horses
without cortisone At Southern- States & better teed
stores

NEAR University Large
2-bedroom apt Has large
Irving room Large kitchendining area and ample
closet space Range refrigerator dishwasher disposal and washer-dryer
hookup Fully carpeted
Electric heat and air Well
insulated $275'mo
$275.dep 759-1301 Mon
thru Fri 9arn-4pm

Wur
u,toww. Count) Hospital a leader on
pr'.cidint? quality healthcare in Western
kentucks and Northwest Tennessee announces
the follouing lob openings

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319

AKC registered Lab pup,
pies slack and yelioes
Cal 759-1424 after 5pm

5 ROOM apartment at 703
S 4th St Call 753-0839 or
436-2935 after 5pm

NICE 1,2 3br apartment
Furnished near campus
Also 1-3br house 1-4br
house W D hook up Day
9-5 753-611' night
753-0606

•

AKC registered Cocker
puppies Black tan s vet
buff, chocolate Swiss 5mo
$100-$200 Cottage Grove
901-782-3513

FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting 'tor May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
Our 29th year of service"

rs••• ker rui•o-r
(507) 762-1319,

AKC Golden Retrievers 2
females, 11 WAS old Shots
wormed $150 each
901-644-1850

DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat air App:iances
_Ridgewood $300, mo
753-8096 or 753-2633

McConnell Insurance Agency

For details eontaqt
I .1 '••
P

AKC German Shephard
pups Shots and wormed
Will be large Parents on
premises If no answer
leave name and number
Call will be returned
901-644-0315

2Bedrm.1'4 bath No pets
$200.mo Bob Perrin RE
759-1881

MALE Siamese 1 year old
Neutered has shots $25
753 4218

REGISTERED yellow Lab
ENGLISH saddle good 'pups Only 5 females left
condition $100 2 winter 7wks old $125 753-5211
blankets good condition
410
$20 ea 753-0530
Public
YOUNG registered polled
Sale
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

BRICK Ibr furnished or
unfurnished Carport, storage, patio no pets
$255.mo 753-6931

AVAILABLE THRL: AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify -for preferred rates. Below
are a few Lialjathly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000 00 POLICY
MALE
FEMALE
age 40 - $909 age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 12.37 age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 17.33 age 60 - 13:33
age 70 -27.53 age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 52.73 age 80 - 40.73

Psis
Swabs

CUTTING horses trained
and sold at Cooper Ranch
and Arena in McKenzie Tn
901-352 9524

SERVICE station/garage-at
4-Way stop in Hardin
437-4916

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
APARTMENT $200 mo'.
electric or gas Walking cis
$100 deposit 2br 1 bath
tance to college 753-5299 cable city water Nice
No pets 753-8663
753-8332

Premiums guaranteed

4. 1991
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Jet)
i0

Brand New
1990 Grand Prix

84
er.
nd

4 Door.
Was $17,257

Now

34

139500

Offer good iii April 7th

3C

linof,
er
an

Purdoin Vlotor

ge
irl

753-5315

( 5
es
19

1987 HONDA Accord LX 4
door, 5 speed 48xxx miles
loAded 753-1362 days or
759 9841 after 5pm Ask
for Tim

Used
Trucks
1977 C-60 CHEVY 350 4
speed, factory air, good
bras Call Murray Bait Co
753-5693

Lilly
iest

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

iaz
ord
led

1990, 17'4 h WINNER
Intrigue, 140hp Mercruiser
I/O, low hours Built-in coolers, mooring cover, ski
equipment, trailer Excellent condition $8900
753-1404 days or
762-4051 after 4 30pm

sno

20ft. SUNCRUISER 1988
pontoon, 60hp Johnson oil
infection motor. foot control
trolling motor, depth finder,
live well complete cover,
trailer, $6500 753-4364 after 5.30prn

1979 CHEVROLET
loaded, Excellent condition $3500. 8hp John
Deere. $1000 753-3942
1979 FORD SWB excellent
condition 67,000 miles
753-4893 after 5pm

1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Excellent condition 60,000
miles with AM/FM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Cali Gary at
759 4754
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roots Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753 7203

39' HOUSE Boat Living
room, kitcherVgalley, bedroom and bath, airconditioned Excellent boat
at a great price $15,000
753-6487

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

9'4 hp EVINRUDE $375

FOR custom sewing for

1983 SUBURBAN 454
trailer ready, dual air
753-6299

Lion
ward
Car

land
ISU
ain1 in
ully
DUO
ble
de
Dch

ty
lity,
dry.
icky
nnis
ard
!Age
31 3
rI y,

ir

LD
i•
ique
Irs Lble,
mst,
ock
Inc.
•reo
den
h,

inc,
100
up
jig
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1986 BOMBER Crappie pliance Works, 753-2455
Mate 15' 1978 754ip JohnAPPLIANCE SERVICE
son Motor, trolling motor, 2
Kenmore Westinghouse
depth finders $4000
Whirlpool 30 years expen
753-9365 or 436-2914
ence Bobby Hopper
1988 16h ALUMACRAFT 436-5848
with 35hp Johnson motor
BACKHOE Service ROY
Call 759-1929 after
HILL Junior Thorn opera
4 30pm
tor 30 years expenence
1988 CHEETAH runabout Septic system. drive-ways
hauling, foundations. etc
19ft 165hp I/O $8000
Days 753-7688, nights 759-4664
759-4703
BLOCK, bock, concrete fin
ishing Basements foot
ings garages drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

Aubrey Hatc^er
Greg 13,atIsNaw
Tom Tovima,
Coins Ilerdei. Bus Mgr
Chad COCI'a"
1.1;7
Calrei -

TOYOTA
iM1177.71.11
515 S. 121r
P-orie
Murray. KY
753-4961

(AUCTION)
• SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1991
9:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINS

"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"
At The Fairgrounds
Hwy. 121 North

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

45

With Such Tremendous Response
Of buyers And
With Consignors Having To I. Turned
Array Lour Month
We Will le Sark At The Fairgrounds
For

ON APRIL 13th
AI•0111NOr

Action Day Of Auction Facrennerel

CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!

Contort forms R. Cosh Auction
Re Included In Our Nationwide Aeiverl
C7
isP7trig roroni
And Join The Hundreds That Have Hod
JAMES It CASH
Turn Neer lacesi Equip/moat Ineo CAW

To

114
an

CONSIGN NOW!! - WE HAVE THE BUYE
RS
The Auction Co.
Will Have Reps On The Grounds
Thursday And frukry
April I 1,$i & 121$, To Check In Your Iquarnarn

if You Hill Haven't Found The
ItIDOPf^Fmt You P•64"1

THIS IS YOUR
M
YOUR CALE
OPRTUNIY!AK M
NDAR NO

APRIL 13TH, 9:00 A.M.

JAMES R. CASH

BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails and lifts All work
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers. Former owner of
Twin Lakes Mooring. Call
Mark (Tony) Krimm si
354-8695 before 8arn or after
5pm for free estimates
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-54.30
BUILDER, new homes
garages, additions, remod
citing, framing, decks, pa
hos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
Banal service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell aim-ney caps and screens
435-4191.

—•••••11'!"
,
"0"'"""'"":
•

Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
STARVING college student
needs yards to mow Best
lob at cheapest price
753-6986
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6eft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

Repairs Are Guaranteed

WILL do yard work and odd
iobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

753-5341 or 753-1270

assionlillinitten, Inc.

WILL mow lawns Dependable Free estimates Re-ferences 436-5443

. .•
t. I .

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
753-7032

YARD work, mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST ON WOOOW OR KI NG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop
40e

by & see our showroom

SUNBURTAIURR
753-

(Behind gunny Braid)

COLONIAL BUY OF THE YEAR—
Describes this
extremely well-maintained 4 bedroom,21/2
bath home in
a lovely neighborhood. Beautiful hardwood
floors, study
or hobby room,and fenced back yard with
lots of trees are
only a few uf its many features $115,
000

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

NORTH OF MAIN
Section I - April 8, 1991
Section II - April 1.5, 1991
Section III - April 22, 1991

SOUTH OF MAIN
Section IV - April 29, 1991
Section V - May 6, 1991

.••

JOE's Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming, fertilizing and rolling 345-2312
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LANDSCAPING mulch
436-5694 or 753-4514 after
5pm
LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027
LAWN mowing and handyman 753-5310
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835
L&L Lawn Service Commercial or Residential
Free estimates 753-4001
McKINNEY Booking service now taking new clients
759-4173
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

All tree and shrub trimmings must be sta
cked neatly in piles with cuttings no
more than six (6) feet in length or six (6) inc
hes in diameter. Leaves, grass,
weeds, and small trimmings must be placed
in plastic bags (biodegradable
preferred). Disposal of brush placed out
after the scheduled dates for each
area will be the responsibility of the proper
ty owner. This is a one time free
pickup. Questions concerning this service
may be directed to the Street
Department by calling 762-0330 ext. 121
.

MOWING, landscaping
and tree work All odd fobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2869
MOWING, ROT -TILLING
in-town only Will take limited number of small
to
medium Sae yards for '91
season 753-0611

• ,

s•
' • *••:' I "

.

WILL do general light hauling, mowing yards, painting, other odd lobs
759-9626 before 4pm

Offered

THE ANNUAL SPRING BRUSH PI
CKUP
FOR THE CITY OF MURRAY HAS
BEEN
SCHEDULED. ALL PROPERTY OWNE
RS
SHOULD HAVE BRUSH READY
FOR
PICKUP ON THE FOLLOWING DA
TES:
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Sonless

WILL break and disc gardens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator•Enierson-Brown
*M1

530
Services
Offend

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri., 753-0530

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air condi
tioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers
- dryers
microwaves- dishwashers -gas&
electric ranges.

Roy Hill

cle,

530

Services
Offered

MURRAY Fence Co Chain PLUMBING
Free esti
Ink fence, dog kennels, re- mate
s Affordable rate
sidential, commercial Free Same day
service All work
estimates 753-9785 or guaranteed
753-4200
753-3254.
PLUMBING repairman with
PAINTING-Interior and Ex same
day service Call
tenor Free estimates 436-5
255
Smal repairs Reasonable
PROFESSIONAL painting
rates 753-6844
paperhanging, wallcoverings, furniture refinishing
REMODELING and con- touch
-up and blending
crete work Experience and
436-5002
references 759-9254
RILEY'S HOME IM- ROGER Hudson rock haulPROVEMENTS Back from ing, gravel,sand, dirt, drive
Hurncane Hugo Roofing our way rock 753-4545,
specialty. 10% discount W 753-6763, 759-1823
senior citizens Phone SEWING machi
ne repair
489-2693.
Kenneth Barnhill
ROCKY COLSON Home 753-2674
Repair Roofing, siding, STALLO
NS Roofing/
painting, plumbing. con- Siding, painting
All work
crete Free estimates Call guaranteed
Free esti474-2307
mates Call 474-8064

proms or new spring
443-4621
CARS
clothes Call Melissa at
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
759 4654
Tqota Carr
16ttx6tt inside 'A in botGEN
ERAL office and
tom $1000 502-442-2155
Tcrit Corot
1987 FORD F150 XLT Lar
house cleaning Refer6 cylinder auto Power
ences required 753-4897
11 Pontec Grrld
2.07 at
windows and door locks
GENERAL Repair plumb19PoGdLE..iW AM/FM cassette $6500
ing, roofing tree work
753-9486
19 To Can .......
436-2642
1988 JEEP Commanche
GRAVEL dirt sand, white
Tbrion Utica
987 pick-up truck AM/FM/ Christopher
rock and all type hauling
Cass, air, 4spd 753-8167
19
Maley's
Call Kenney Travis
1989 CHEVY S-10 4 cylin759-1039
To0 GI* DX,_7,937 der,
Law
n Care
5 speed, rally wheels,
GUTTERING By Sears
s, toolbox Rails,
13 Pretude..._11140/ stripe
Mai
nte
nance
Sears residential and com29,000 miles, one owner
mercial continuous gutters
Will sell or trade for full size
ilarle 63
We Thatch cm,
installed for your specificapickup 901-247-5233 after
tions Call Sears 753 2310
BLect
Patch 'cm.
5 30pm
for free estimate
Weed em,
18 Toyot3
1990 MAZDA pickup cab
G W CONSTRUCTION
plus LE-5 Auto trans, AC,
Feed ern,
18 Cher/ Craro.,„..,...,...r/,987 ps/pb, AM/FM cassette,
Gerald Walters roofing
deGrow 'ern,
painting vinyl siding all
layed wipers $R750
18 Toyota Camry .....
kinds of remodeling Phone
and Mow 'ern
753-7597
489-2267
18 Pont BIM, LE
FREE ESTIMATES'
HADAWAY Construction
17 ilpindai
510
Home remodeling, paint
489-2503
ing wallpaper carpentry
17 BY
........14,417
Campers
A IA T ENTERPRISE Exc
floor covering No lob too
17 Toyota
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Le- small 753
4251
1976 SIERRA Scotti 15ft
vies, roads, driveways,
17 'auras
HARD
Air,
iN
S7,07
stove, refrigerator, parking lots, septic tanks,
Painting Resiawning, bath $1250 OBO
foundations, basements, dential or corvercial Re16 Chry, 5th Ate
489-2841 after 5pm
lerences on rNuest For
gravel, dirt and etic
free estimate call 437-4221
'16 on Actad DI__ $07 CAMPER top for small 753-0577
or 354 8985 20 years
LWB pickup Fiberglass Al TREE Service Stump
'16 Pcct
experience
GT.....'5,187 slidin
g front window $275 removal, spraying, hauling,
16 Toy,
OBO 753-4359
HAULING, yard work tree
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906 removal mowing Free es
15 aid Pal Ave
alter 5pm. 759-9816, Omates 759-1683
520
753-0495.
Bou
Toycta
& *Ws
ACE Cleaners Will give
12 Trtial CooIa
14ft. ALUMINUM boat with you a hand with your spring
Johnson motor, trolling mo- cleaning, window washing
TRUCKS
Backhoe Service
tor, and depth finder. housekeeping. or yard
436-2418
•.^
work. Call Dorothy at
Cherf Silyerado
753-0196 or call Debbie at
14h. JON boat 35hp Evin19 Fad Caverson Van$1&417^ rudel
753-9970
$5.00 or trade.
19 Toyota gab 44....'10,07 474-2772.
CARPENTRY, commercial
residential work Re19 Ford Ranger XLT....,...!7,717 15ft. BASS boat 50hp Evin- and
modeling. additions, decks
rude HD drive on tilt trailer
19 Chevy
Depth finder. Evinrude troll- fences Fast quality serJunior Thorn,
ing motor Water ready. vice Call 759-1424 after
5pm
18 Ford F•150
Used 15 times Locally
Operator
owned $3425. Call ALPHA Builders - Carpen
18 Toyola 4 Fiirof..... '11,487 90130 Years Experience
247-5567 leave try, remodeling, porches.
message
11 Ptrarth Yoyipr
roofing, concrete, drivetipeciali/int! in Sepik
, painting, mainteLink'.. Sow% Found17 Tlf. SAS 4 Pone ...10,117 15f1 RUN-ABOUT walk- ways
thru windshield, 100hp nance, etc Free estimates
:Hien% Ifaulint!. etc.
489-2
303
17 gaga
Evinrude, factory trailer
Good condition $1500 ANY remodeling, building
(502) 759-4664
17T1IW OBO 436-2528
painting & roofing Free es
16 Cherf
1972 POLAR Craft Jonboat timates References
HERMAN'S Janitor Service
50 Johnson Moody tilt 435-4632
- Floor Cleaning '24 Hours
16 5tizu
4717 trailer, steering $500 APPLIANCE REPAIRS A Day • Business
offices,
Factory trained by 3 major
16 Fad F150 1LT 44_1,487 753-9486
private homes, churches.
1977 HARRIS floteboat manufacturers Most parts Weekly, monthly, one time
14 Toga
in stock, on my truck All yob Call 474-2358.
120hp 143 753-4478 or
work and parts warranted
753-0178
10 Taida
Ask for Andy at The Ap- INSULATION Blown In By

988
Jor

530
Services
Offered

1988 RC 24' Pontoon, deluxe, 1989 Johnson 88 W/T
& T, full furniture, 12gal
tanks, 12-24 TM, LCR,
bought new 5/89 $10.500
OBO 753-3648

1986 FORD van 6 cylinder
with air $2850 753-4445

121

131111

530

Boots
& litotors

981 CHEVROLET Catnage Conversion Excellent condition but high mileage $4500 492-8166
before 3pm,492-8149 after
3ArT1
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SI
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William Ray (Bill) Powell

•
•

-Tahoe Trim
•Air Cond.
-Full Power
.4x4
•Alurninum W heck

#229038

Two persons apparently survived
SILP
$18,617
crashed
landing of a small, foura
Opunn Pkg I)iscount
man, Lyndon Baines Johnson and
$1,200
passenger airplane Wednesday at
Refundable Sceunts fkis
John F. Kennedy.
$400
the Kentucky Dam State Resort
13own Payment
$1,500
Born in Henry County, Tenn., he
Park Airport, according to a report
Total Cash At Incepuon
$2,244.66
was the son of the late Oscar T.
Total of Payments
from the Kentucky State Police.
$14,928
Post:ell and Nannie Johnston PowTotal Mileage Alio% ed
Roger
30,000
W.
Hodge,
50,
of
South
ell., Two sisters, Vera Williams,
Mileage Chatr Over 30.000
$.10/M,
Bend, Ind.. was attempting to fly
and Lena Lyles, and one brother.
!ease Term
back to South !.al•cl when he
'Plus usuage tax, title, & license fees
Chester Powell, also preceded him
S Value
$310.84
reported complete elk real failure
in death.
around
5:50
p.m.
and made a norMr. Powell was a graduate of
mal approach to the runway, police
Symsonia High School and
said.
641 South
attended Murray State University.
753-2617
The landing gear of the plane,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Hobgood Powell: two daught- however, apparently did not engage
and collapsed upon landing, police
ers, Mrs. Donna P. Gardner and
said.
The plane skidded approxiMrs. Nancy P. Lindsey, Paducah:
mately'
700 feet and off the edge of
one brother, Lomon Powell, Symthe runway, causing moderate damsonia:. three grandchildren, Tony
age to the plane's underside, propWilson, Stephanie Wilson and
and Daniel T. Ferguson, Townsvil- Jamie
eller and left wing, police said.
Lindsey, all of Paducah.
le QLD: tvto great-grandchildren:
- Hodge. and a passenger in the
The funeral will be Friday' at 1
two sisters, Mrs. Virginia D.
plane, Adrianne F. Amos, 44, of
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Lovin-Hunter,Alexandria, Va., and
Niles. Mich.. were apparently
Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Larry
unhurt.
Ms. Harriet Ann Duncan, Miami,
Walker will officiate.
Hodge. an experienced pilot, has
Fla.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn
been flying since 1947, police said.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Memorial Gardens. Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
Home of Murray. Rick Wilson and
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
David Godar will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Elroy Black- (Thursday) and after 8 a.m. Friday.
burn, Ralph Stockwell, Eddie
Fleetwood, Bennie Priest. John
Fredrick and Jeff Steen. Burial will
A Murray man has been arrested
follow in Murray Memorial
in connection with the forgery of a
Gardens.
payroll check, according to a report
Friends may call at the funeral
from the Calloway County' Sherhome after 3 p.m. today
a:JUST/41f
iff's Department.
fit, TO CLEAN
(Thuradas
'IMPEND
Dasaid Asbury, IS, of Rt. I, MurGLASS S•ELPES
ray. was arrested Wednesday and
charged with theft by failure to
make required disposition of property.under S100 and theft by decep- 4rti
tion over. S100 after he reportedly.
"%•
tAotat
attempted to cash a forged payroll
,abut
low
Mrs. Callie B. Gingles. 93, of
-a
check from Fisher-Price on March
511 South 13th St., Murray. died
15,
accord
ing to reporas.
Wednesday at 8:50 p.n. at Long
Asbury was lodged in the CalloWilliam Ray (Bill) Powell
Term Care Unit '*.ciT Murrayway' County Jail.
Callow ay County Piosjpital.
She was married Dec. lt:1919.
to Lee H. Gingles who died Aug.
'0
,
1101 I \
27. 1977. Two sisters and two
• ", Ist u ft 41;•;•/•.; v, Ill mlitist.t
hlt• silt•I‘c• and 4 roflu,t,11)1;
NURSING HOME
p4
brothers also preceded her in death.
.41,1%
• lit1just,d)1(• trulprrt11-0.i•• •hcl% es.
COVERAGE
Born June 9. 1897, in Graves
FRET Help hi Claim Filing
• Spa; ;111.;1•,;.;
County. she was the daughter of
II ii ts lift i•xt; a deep
For NU tf
ot ta-hiri•
:he late James E. Black and Alice
• Lit 141. f; tut %•••„;•
Hudspeth Black.
um- %slat
ONLY
,;(1111.1,1h1; hurnorlutN.
Mrs. Gingles was a member of
X am -S p.m
•
411(•;14%
1,1%; ; 41%.11Ii ilt•Ip• (.ut
Glend-ale Road Church of Christ.
Hit;aunt.; I. (1,1
Survisors are two daughters.
The average cost of a nursing home is Si .5(s)t,•52.1, ill a mon
;••• • ‘a ,1, pal. th, „ • •
Miss June Gingles, 511 South 13th
nursing home stay for you'Call for free inf,rrnati,••• • •n cu•to•:
ml 4111ed
St.. Nlar7ay. and Mrs. Jimmie Stubnursing home co‘.erage
blefield and. husband. Bill, Rt. 5,
Nturraa. one granddaughter. Miss
Your General Electric. Jenn Air and RCA Appliance
Katha Stubblefield. Rt. 5. Marraa.:
Dealer in ‘Iurray
one grandson. Krit Stabb.cf:eld.
212 E. Main St.
753-1586
Murray: three .sisters-in-law. Mrs.
Jcc Melugin ,and Miss Lowell
G --.a as. Murray, and Mrs. EarneS.Black. Ocala, Fla.; two nieta.,
rT
.7 "7r
.
r4
TY
vY
Y 11-71r
T
nephews including Bob
„Jell
TY Tr 'sr
ar•s
L Marra.
.4.t
_ANL
ri
*•
,
• funeral will be Friday a: 2
.n the chapel of J.H. Ca
- ural Home. John Dale

William Raj! (Bill) Powell, 71,
Paducah. died Tuesday at 9:15 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
His 45-year career as a journalist
in western Kentucky included 28
years w)ah the Paducah SunDemocrat now The Paducah Sun)
and 13 sears as the Western Kentucky bureau chief for the Louisville Courier-Journal. He also worked
for the Marray Ledger & Times,
the Princeton Leader, the Lexington Herald -Leader and The Shopper Naai s.
Af ho %nirement in 1984, Mr.

•-;
t• •

1991 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer

Two unhurt after
plane crash lands
at park airport

OBITUARIES

Powell continued to write a weekly
column for the West Kentucky
News, a weekly newspaper in
Paducah.
He served for four years on the
Board of Regents of Murray State
University, and was a correspondent for Time and Life magazines
covering such stories as the Paducah atomic plant boom, the construction of Barkley Dam and the
relocation of Eddyville and Kuttawa, as. well as notable public figures such as The Veep, Alben
Barkley. and Presidents Harry Tru-

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Mrs. Geneva D. Ferguson
M:-s. Geneva D. Ferguson. 83. of
Rt. 1. Almo. died Wednesday- at
Q
m. at her home. Her hustad. Eaward S. Ferguson 111, for•-• 7 s .aerintendent of Murray
.S stem, died Jan. 5, 1982.
a member of Nlurray
of Jehovah's \Nimes. .•adent of Murray High
of Parent-Teacher
and a former member
Deoararnent of NIurray
oraan's Cab. Murray Magazine
Cab. J N.; W.:liar:as Chapter of
• .' D.....abaars of Confederacy
u'a Pale:te Garden Club.
31. 1908, in Tavares.
•••'•
the daughter of the
C Duncan and Geneva
..-can. Her stepmother.
• asar Duncan. and one
. C. Duncan Jr., also
- in death.
e one daughter, Mrs.
-land ad husband.
A!nao; one son.
IV and wife.
QLD, Australia:
- Mark A.
i..::eesa Garland.
Fa7.-asora Atlanta.
La.:asp:: V and
Ala..

Murray man faces
charges relating
to forged check

Mrs. Callie
B. Gingles

INSURANCE

Diuguid
S. Warren

753-7890
LOU V. McGARY

748

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Meadowcraft

i3arial will faliow in Ma7r,a,
Cas Cemetera
Friends
cu.. a: the
C after 4 p.m. toe.
elnarsdaaa

One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture Mfg.

•

crikider 179.95

Mrs. Virginia

Chaise Lounge

199.95

Elizabeth Hale
fJ7
Eli-

Mrs. Inetha
Rowlett
• ;a. 65. of Rt.
aesdas. at 1:15
• :a ay• Court
ac of AT&T.
of New Prot. Ichrist.
_ •25, in Stev.ar:
a as the daag.t):..:: P.aamaa-id Mathis and
•t
sarived by her
Rowiett, to whom
aae a..
aed. on ,Oct. 12, 1944;
•ta ,nn e Row lett, Fort
1..ko
7±. ".:71:: David Rowlett.
Cnataaa , .
crie sister, Mrs. Elizabitaa Ba-row, Paris. Tenn.; IWO
broarer .,.. Leonard Mathis. Paris.
and Boad Mathis, Stewart, Tenn.
Blalo..k-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.

Spring
Chair

tabe:n. 1L.c v.l ne FriLs
at 11
a.m. in lore chapel of BlalockC ,:eman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Pea. B: rd and the Rev. Glynn
(aiir
Banal asal follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call a: the funeral
hdrne after 4 p.m. today'
'!Tharsdaa
'Mrs. Hale. 70, of 817 North 19th
St.. Murray. daed Tuesday at 8 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
Her husband. Coy L. Hale. died
July 5. 1981. She was a member of
Westside Baptist Church. •
Born Feb. 6, 1921, in Grases
County. she was the daughter of
the late Spencer Edwards and Thedc Cochran Edwards.
Survivors include two daughters.
Mrs. Zetta Yqung and husband,
Randy. Rt. 8, Murray. and Mrs.
Genny Hargis and husband.
Ronald. Murray; five sons, tway'ne
Hale and wife, Janice, and Garry
Hale. Rt. 1. Kirksey, Dwight Hale
and wife. Janice. Dyer, Tenn.. Kenny Hale and wife, Bonita. Rt. 1.
Dexter. and Ted Hale and wife.
Gina, Rt. 8, Murray; 14 grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.

Leg
Chair

`99.95

'79.95
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Save 25%-3K
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3 Piece Set
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Thurrn

12'x60' 1979 Village

2 bedroom, completely furnished,
complete air condition,
non, excellent condition

s

FURNITURE

Call 436-2828

208 E. Main

Murray, Ky.
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